F

Faber, Henry E; b. Bavaria, 1837; d. NYC, June 26 1915. • To US 1851. • Mayor, Montgomery, AL; pres Prattville Mfg. • See: AJYB, 18(1916-1917):107; NYTimes, June 27 1915, 15:5.

Faber, Israel Louis; b. Mir, Russia, Aug 1 1876. • To US 1907. • Cantor, Russia, Leeds, Brooklyn; chaplain Lakewood (MA) Sanitarium, Taunton State Hospital. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Faber, Maurice; b. Siroka, Hungary, Dec 30 1854; d. Tyler, TX; Sep 18 1934. • Rabbi, Tyler, TX; regent U TX. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):52; 24:136, 27:356.


Fabian, Ilona (Mrs Bela Fabian); b. Budapest, Apr 12 1901; d. NYC, Mar 15 1964. • To US 1948. • Communal worker, author; pres Hungarian Jewish War Veterans (women's division); WWII mem Hungarian underground, active aid to Jews in labor camps. • See: AJYB, 66:574; NYTimes, Mar 16 1964, 31:1.

Fabian, Mary Jacqueline; b. Sioux City, IA, 1900. • New England Conservatory, abroad. • Opera & movie singer, Birmingham, AL; co-owner Am Civic Opera Co (NYC); dir opera cos. • See: UJE; WWLAJ, 1938.


Fabian, Louis; b. NYC, July 8 1888; d. Washington DC, May 13 1947. • LLB, LLM NYU. • Lawyer, communal worker, NYC; mem state commns; a fdr German Jewish Children Aid Soc; pres Natl Legal Aid Soc; natl officer B'nai B'rith. • See: AJYB, 50:515; WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, May 15 1947, 262.

Fabian, Solomon; b. Brooklyn, 1906. • Economist; with Natl Bureau of Economic Research; faculty NYU; author in field; WWII with War Production Bd, UNRRA. • See: EJ.

Facher, Seymour; b. 1920; d. NYC, Aug 12 1981. • Communal admr; natl campaign dir Anti-Defamation League; fundraiser Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan NJ; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 83:354.

Factor, Davis; b. Russia, 1902. • Cosmetics mfr. • See: EJ (sub Max Factor).

Factor, Louis; b. St Louis, 1907. • Cosmetics mfr. • See: EJ (sub Factor, Max).

Factor, Max; b. Lodz, 1876/1877; d. Beverly Hills, Aug 30 1938. • Cosmetician, movie make-up artist, Beverly Hills; fdr Max Factor Co. • See: AJYB, 41:421; WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Aug 31 1938, 15:1.

Factor, Max Jr; b. St Louis, 1904. • Cosmetics mfr, movie make-up specialist. • See: EJ (sub Factor, Max).

Fadiman, Clifton; b. NYC, 1904. • BA Columbia. • Book critic, publisher, radio & television entertainer, NYC; host "Information Please." • See: UJE.

Fagan, Irving; b. Minsk, Sep 30 1897; d. Sep 21 1974. • To US 1905. • U MO. • Labor editor, Philadelphia; earlier with various newspapers; labor Board Press Assn, Internat Union of Electrical, Radio, & Machine Workers (WA); officer professional soc. • See: WWLAJ, 7.

Fagin, Nathan Bryllion (N Bryllion); b. Mohilev, June 15 1892; d. Jan 5 1972. • To US 1900/1901. • MI State, AB, MA George Washington, PhD Johns Hopkins. • English language & literature scholar, author, Baltimore; faculty U MD, Johns Hopkins; dir Johns Hopkins Playshop. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWLAJ, 5.

 Faulenbaum, Harold Morris; b. Watervliet, NY, Sep 4 1902. • Chem E, PhD Rensselaer Polytechnic Ins. • Chemist, Troy; faculty Rensselaer Polytechnic Ins; with NY State Biological Survey; author in field. • See: WWLAJ; 1938.

Fain, Jacob Mitchell; b. Brooklyn, Aug 15 1901. • AB, Chem E, PhD Columbia. • Consultant, Brooklyn; author guide to liquor, wine; military service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Fain, Joseph Ber; b. Slutzk, July 30 1884. • To Portland, OR 1916. • Rabbi, talmudist, author, Portland, OR; pres Mizrahi. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Fain, Sammy; b. NYC, June 17 1902. • Songwriter, NYC; "Red Head Mama." • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Fain, Samuel S; b. Chicago, Dec 25 1909. • B Mus Ed Northwestern, MA U AZ, D Mus Arts U Southern CA. • Music educator, Tucson; faculty U AZ. • See: WWLAJ, 8.

Fainsod, Merle; b. McKees Rocks, PA, May 2 1907; d. Feb 11 1972. • AB, MA, LLB Washington U (St Louis), MA, PhD Harvard. • Historian, political scientist, Cambridge, MA; faculty Harvard; specialty: Russia, socialism; consult government agencies; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 5; NYTimes, Feb 12 1972, 32:1.

Fairbanks, Douglas (born Douglas Elton Ulman); b. Denver, May 23 1883; d. Santa Monica, Dec 12 1939. • CO School of Mines. • Popular motion picture actor, Los Angeles; co-fdr United Artists Corp; father Jewish. • See: WWLAJ; 4; DAB; 2; NYTimes, Dec 13 1993, 29:8.

Fajans, Kasimir; b. Warsaw, May 27 1887; d. May 18 1975. • To US 1936. • U Leipzig, U Heidelberg, U Zurich, U Manchester. • Chemist; specialty: radioactivity; faculty U Munich, U MI; active professional soc; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; WWLAJ, 6; 7; NYTimes, May 20 1975, 40:2.

Falk, Abraham; b. Baccau, Romania, July 25 1883; d. 1907; Jan 1975. • To US 1903. • Furniture mfr, merchant, NYC; pres Buezer Rumanian Benevolent Soc; officer United Rumanian Jews of Am. • See: WWLAJ; 1938; BEOAJ.


Falk, David Archer; b. Tampa, May 18 1896. • AB, LLB Washington & Lee. • Dept store exec, Tampa; officer trade assns; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Falk, Frederick; b. ca 1875; d. Nov 28 1935. • Physician, Seattle; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 38:427.

Falk, Gustav; b. ca 1840; d. NYC, Apr 12 1912. • Merchant, NYC. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):269.


Falk, Jack Jacob; b. Brooklyn, Sep 9 1905. AB Cornell, MD LI Coll Hospital, post-grad NYU. *Pediatrician, LI City. *See: WWL, 1938.

Falk, Kaufman (K) George; b. NYC, Sep 8 1880; d. NYC, Nov 22 1953. BS Columbia, Johns Hopkins, PhD U Strasbourg, post-grad MIT. *Biological chemist, NYC; specialty: preventive medicine; with Dept of Health; faculty NYU; officer Heb Technical Inst; author in field; WWI service. *See: UJE; ATB, 24:136, 56:569; WWL, 1938; BEOA; WWL, 8; NTimes, Nov 23 1953, 27:1.


Falk, Leon; b. Pittsburgh, 1870; d. Rochester, MN, Oct 21 1928. Industrialist, philanthropist; co-fdr Falk Med Clinic (U Pittsburgh); benefactor Montefiore Hospital, Y-M-YWHA. *See: UJE (sub Falk); ATB, 31:92.

Falk, Leon Jr; b. Pittsburgh, Sep 23 1901. BS Yale. *Business exec, mfr, civic worker, philanthropist, Pittsburgh; pres Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; chr Dominican Republic Settlement Assoc; trustee U Pittsburgh. *See: UJE (sub Falk); ATB (sub Falk); WWL, 1938; BEOA.

Falk, Louis A; b. Russia, Nov 7 1895. LLB Hamilton Coll of Law. *Meat market chain owner, Jersey City; pros synagogue; active Jewish Community Center, anti-Nazi boycott; WWII service. *See: BEOA.


Falk, Maurice; b. Pittsburgh, Dec 15 1866; d. Miami Beach, Mar 18 1946. Industrialist, philanthropist, Pittsburgh; an orgr Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; co- donor Falk Clinic, Inst for Economic Research (Heb U); dir Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. *See: UJE (sub Falk); ATB (sub Falk); ATB, 48:487-88; WWL, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWL, 2; NTimes, Mar 20 1946, 23:1, correction, Mar 29 1946, 23:1.

Falk, Minna R; b. Manhattan, ca 1899; d. Manhattan, May 1983. BA, MA, PhD NYU. *Hasidic; faculty NYU; with Red Cross post-WWII Britain, Germany, Austria. *See: NTimes, May 5 1983.


Falk, Sarah Mendelson (Mrs Morris Falk); b. Oregon City, OR, Jan 7 1863. Civic & communal ldr, Oakland, CA; helped est hospital, visiting nurse service; dir Assocd Charities, Jewish Fedn. *See: WWL, 1938.


Farber, Marvin; b. Buffalo, 1901. Harvard, Germany. *Philosopher; faculty U PA; fdr Internat Phenomenological Soc; author/editor in field. *See: ATB.

Farber, Rudolph; b. Zatos, Austria, Apr 5 1865; d. Aug 11 1930.
To US 1895. • U Prague, PhD U Strasbourg.

BS, U Buffalo, MD Harvard, post-grad Belgium, Germany; honorary degrees. • Pathologist, oncologist; faculty Harvard; officer med socs; trustee Brandeis; editor in field. • See: WWLAJ, 5; NYTimes, Mar 31 1973, 38:2.

Farber, Simon; b. Poland, 1884?; d. Miami Beach, Feb 21 1960.
To US 1904. • Yiddish editor, NYC; managing editor ILGWU Yiddish language publication; contributing editor Przeglad Polski.

MA U Manchester, Oxford U. • Scholar of religion, Iowa City; faculty U IA; author/editor in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Farbstein, Leonard; b. NYC, Oct 12 1902.
LLB NYU. • Lawyer, legislator, NYC; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes story, July 2 1966.

To US 1903. • Clerk & suit mfr, NYC; officer Kosnuth Assn, Assn of Hungarian Jews; active Am Jewish Cong; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, June 30 1956, 17:4.

Farkas, George; b. Paterson, Jan 31 1902; d. Palm Beach, 1980.
Dept store fdr & exec, philanthropist; benefactor NYU, Albert Einstein Coll of Med, hospitals. • See: WWLAJ, 7; NYTimes, Apr 6 1938.

Farkas, Ruth (born Lewis); b. NYC, 1906.

To US 1883. • Security & commodity broker, Chicago; officer trade assn; dir Jewish Charities; trustee Orthodox Jewish Home for Aged. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ, NYTimes, Jan 5 1945, 27:3.

Farschleiser, Benjamin; b.; d. Hollywood, CA, Apr 1936.

Fass, Morris; b. Austria, June 10 1871; d. before 1938.
U Lemberg. • Civic worker, public servant, Dillon, SC; mem City Council; pres SC Coastal Agriculture Development; chr SC Rural Development. • See: WWLAJ, 1928; BEOAJ.

Fassler, Samuel; b. Austria, Mar 9 1890; d. 1958.

Fast, Howard Melvin (pseud of Walter Ericson); b. NYC, 1914.
Novelist; mem Communist party; jailed for contempt of Congress. • See: EJ.

Fast, Louis Arba; b. Newark, Nov 5 1893; d. May 1946.
LLB NYU. • Lawyer, public servant, Newark; pres Bd of Tax Comrs; mem Bd of Recreation; officer Jewish Anti-Tuberculosis League; active synagog. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, May 7 1946, 21-4.

Fasten, Nathan; b. Lezajsk, Austria, Dec 4 1892; d. Palm Beach, Feb 21 1960.
To US 1895. • US Prague, PhD U Strasbourg.

Fastofsky, Jascha; b. Bialystok, Jan 11 1906.
BA, Ed D NYU, MA Columbia; honorary degrees. • Russian language educator, Lexington, KY; faculty Middlebury Coll; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 7; NYTimes, Apr 16 1977, 28:4.

U IL, BA U WI. • Poet, novelist, NYC; assocd New Muses, Partisan Review. • See: EJ; WWLAJ, 4; DAB, 7; NYTimes, June 27 1961, 33:3.

Fechemier, A Lincoln; b. Cincinnati, Sep 13 1876; d. July 1954.

BS Purdue, MI Cornell. • Consult engineer, patent holder, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee; active synagog; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Fecherheimer, Clara R (Mrs Carl J Fecherheimer); b.; d. Milwaukee, May 23 1934.
Communal ldr, Milwaukee. • See: AJYB, 37:256.

Fecherheimer, Melville H; b. MI, Dec 20 1872.
US army officer. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):89.

Fecherheimer, Rose; b. Cincinnati, Aug 15 1875.
Cincinnati Art Academy. • Artist, Rockwood china painter, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):89-90, 24:137.

Fecherheimer, Samuel Marcus; b. ca 1867; d. Daytona Beach, FL, Mar 23 1932.
Philanthropist, Zionist worker, Daytona Beach, FL. • See: AJYB, 34:110.

Fedder, (Abraham) Herbert; b. Dinewitz, Russia, June 4 1900.
To US 1901. • AB, PhD Johns Hopkins, ordained JTS. • Rabbi, Laurelton, LI; orgr Good Will Com; chaplain Jewish War Veterans, Am Legion. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Feder, Aaron; b. NYC, May 1 1915; d. Mar 19 1985.
NYU, Harvard, MD U MD. • Physician, NYC; med advisor State Supreme Court, Heb U; officer med socs; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 8.

Feder, Joseph; b. ca 1892; d. NYC, Nov 29 1945.
Journalist, communal worker, Cleveland; editor Jewish Daily World; active Poale Zion. • See: AJYB, 48:488.

Feder, Marcus; b. Posen, ca 1853; d. Cleveland, July 1942.
To US 1880. • Cigar co fdr, philanthropist; pres Russian Refugee Soc. • See: NYTimes, July 26 1942, 31:3.

Feder (Feder-Keyfitz), Sara Rivka (Mrs Isadore Keyfitz)
Feinberg, Samuel Maurice

To US 1920. • Heb Tech Training Coll (Jerusalem), PhD Yale. • Orientalist, Hebrew & biblical scholar, Chicago; with Oriental Inst; contributor Heb, Yiddish & English journals. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 52:501; WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAf; NTimes, Jan 4 1950, 352.

Feigl, Herbert; b. Reichenberg, Bohemia, 1902. To US 1930. • U Vienna. • Philosopher; mem Vienna Circle; faculty UIA, U MN; author in field. • See: EF.

Feigl, Hugo; b. Prague, Mar 15 1889; d. Feb 5 1961. To US 1933. • Dr Laws U Prague. • Art gallery owner & dealer, Prague, NYC. • See: WWI, 4; NTimes, Feb 6 1961, 23-4.

Feil, Harold; b. Bay Shore, LI, June 26 1889. AB U Denver, MD OH Wesleyan. • Physician, cardiovascular disease researcher, Cleveland; faculty Western Reserve; officer med socs; author/editor in field; WWI service. • See: WWI, 4; NTimes, 8.

Feil, Joseph; b. ca 1855; d. Cleveland, Jan 31 1917. Chemist, Cleveland. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918):265.

Feinbaum, Nathan; b. NYC, Aug 3 1900; d. before 1938. Newspaper exec, Omaha; with The Bee; bd Wise Memorial Hospital, Jewish Welfare Fedn. • See: WWI, 4; NTimes, 23.

Feinberg, Abraham; b. NYC, Aug 15 1892. OH State, DDS Western Reserve, MD OH State. • Ophthalmologist, ophthalmologist, communal worker, Canton, OH; officer B'nai B'rith. • See: WWI, 1938.

Feinberg, Samuel Lawrence; b. Russia, June 7 1889. To Springfield, MA 1906. • Amherst, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, Springfield, MA; active B’nai B’rith, Republican politics, professional assns. • See: WWI, 1938.

Feinberg, Abraham Haskell; b. Beaver Falls, PA, Aug 6 1907; d. Youngstown, Feb 25 1946. AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Rockford, IL; Youngstown; active Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: AJYB, 48:488; WWI, 1938.


Feinberg, Abraham Selig; b. Boston, Mar 5 1891. AB Bates, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, state district court judge, Plymouth, MA; mem Marshfield School Com. • See: WWI, 1938; BEOAf.

Feinberg, Adolph Jacob; b. Atlanta, Jan 27 1912; d. Valparaiso, IN, 1979. AB U Cincinnati; BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi; author; editor Heb Union Coll Monthly. • See: WWI, 1926; CCARYB.


Feinberg, Ben; b. NYC, Mar 9 1887. AB U FL; • Merchant, civic ldr, Lake Wales, FL; mem City Comrs; pres City Council. • See: WWI, 1938.

Feinberg, Benjamin George; b. NYC, Aug 16 1889. BS CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Chemist, chemical co owner, NYC; faculty CCNY; author in field; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 24:137; WWI, 1928, 1938.


Feinberg, Israel; b. Kiev, Dec 25 1886/1887; d. Los Angeles, Sep 16 1952. To US 1912. • Trade union exec, NYC; orgr Jewish Tailors Union (Manchester, England); officer ILGWU; general mgr NY Cloth Joint Bd. • See: AJYB, 55:455; Fink, 99-100; NTimes, Sep 17 1952, 313.

Feinberg, Leonid (Leon A); b. Odessa/Kodima, Russia, Feb 6 1897; d. NYC, Jan 22 1969. To US ca 1921. • U Moscow. • Russian & Yiddish poet, journalist, translator, NYC; with Freiheit, Day-Jewish Journal; active Natl Com for Jewish Culture. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 71:604; TJA-DNB, Jan 24 1969; NTimes, Jan 23 1969, 27-4.

Feinberg, Louis; b. Chicago, Nov 7 1909. BS U Chicago, MD Rush Med Coll. • Otolaryngologist, ophthalmologist, Chicago; faculty U IL; trustee synagog; WWII service. • See: WWI, 6.


Feinberg, Meyer; b. Kovno, June 10 1885; d. 1951. Insurance representative, exec, communal worker, Easton, PA; orgr YMHA; pres synagog; active Joint Distribution Com. • See: WWI, 1928; NTimes, July 4 1951, 17:3.


Feinberg, Moses; b. Suwalki, Sep 1 1848. To US 1869. • Cantor, Syracuse. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):53.


Feinberg, Philip J; b. Providence, July 18 1888. LLB Northeastern. • Lawyer, legislator, Boston; bd Public Welfare; active Democratic politics. • See: WWI, 1938.


Feinberg, Samuel D; b. Russia, 1833/1834; d. NYC, Dec 22 1914. To US 1903. • Orthodox rabbi, Zionist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 17(1915-1916):219; Eisenstadt, 81; Gottlieb, 307; NTimes, Dec 23 1914, 13:3.

To US 1907. • BS U WI, MD Rush Med Coll. • Physician, internist, allergist, poet, Chicago; faculty Northwestern; officer professional soc; author in field. • See: WWIA; 1938; WWWIA; 6.

Feinberg, Sigmund; b. ca 1841; d. Dec 15 1932. Physician, NYC; chief examiner in lunacy, Wards Island. • See: AJYB, 33:123.

Feinblatt, Henry M; b. Brooklyn, Mar 7 1891; d. Dec 1959. MD LI Coll Hospital, post-grad Harvard, Cornell. • Physician, Brooklyn; faculty LI Coll Hospital; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWWIA; 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Dec 25 1959, 61:1.


Feinbloom, William; b. Brooklyn, Jan 10 1904. BS CCNY, MA Columbia, Dr Ocular Science Northern IL Coll of Optometry. • Optometrist, inventor, NYC; research fellow Columbia. • See: WWWIA, 1938.


Feineman, Ethel Rose; b. Kansas City. U Chicago, abroad. • Social work admr, Kansas City, San Francisco; exec com CA State Conf of Social Work; state chr Girls Work Sessions; with Emanuele El Sisterhood; officer professional soc; active Big Sister Org. • See: AJYB, 1938.

Feiner, Benjamin F; b. NYC, Aug 24 1876. CCNY, LLB NYU Law. • Lawyer, NYC; officer Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWWIA, 1928.

Feinerman, Nathan; b. Russia, ca 1885; d. NYC, Feb 15 1944. To US 1906. • Exec secy, Jewish Scientific Inst, NYC; pres Workmen's Circle. • See: AJYB, 46:336; NTimes, Feb 16 1944, 17:5.


Feingold, Benjamin Franklin; b. Pittsburgh, June 5 1900; d. Mar 23 1982. BS, MD U Pittsburgh, post-grad U Göttingen, U Vienna. • Physician, pediatrician, allergist, Los Angeles, San Francisco; author in field, cookbook. • See: WWWIA, 8.

Feingold, David Sidney; b. US, 1922. • To Israel 1949, return to US 1956. • MIT, U Zurich, PhD Heb U. • Chemist; faculty U CA, U Pittsburgh. • See: EF; 1973-1982.


Feingold, Isidore Theodore; b. Pinsk, May 15 1886; d. Chicago, Sep 29 1943. To US 1902. • U Chicago. • Furniture mfr, Chicago; dir Hebrew Theological Seminary; author in field. • See: AJYB, 46:336; BEOAJ.


Feininger, Nathan Paul; b. Brooklyn, Sep 20 1902; d. Glenwood Springs, CO, Nov 1 1983. AB, JD U MI, Columbia; honorary degree. • Legal scholar, Madison; mem presidential finding bds; specialty: labor relations & disputes; faculty U WI. • See: WWWIA, 1938; WWWJA, 8; NTimes, Nov 1983.

Feinstein, Abraham; b. Slonim, Russia, Sep 27 1893. To US 1904. • AB CCNY, MA U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Chattanooga; earlier Huntington, WV VA. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Feinstein, Irving Alfred; b. St Louis, Feb 15 1906. U Rochester, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, Brooklyn; counsel Queens County Fedn of Civic Assns; active settlement house work, legal aid for poor. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Feinstein, Isaac E; b. Cardiff, Oct 27 1896. To US 1903. • AB U PA, Temple U, Gratz. • Communal admr, librarian, Providence; sup't Jewish Home for Aged, Jewish Sheltering Home (Philadelphia); active professional orgs; WWI with Jewish Welfare Bd. • See: WWWJA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Feinstein, Martin; b. NYC, 1892. Poet, writer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:137.

Feinstein, Moses; b. Uzda, Minak, 1895. • To US 1937. • Rabbi, Orthodoxldr, NYC; internat authority on halakhah; pres Union of Orthodox Rabbis; active Agudat Israel. • See: EF.

Feinstein, Moses; b. Pinsk, Oct 10 1896/ 1897; d. Tel Aviv, Sep 22 1964. To NYC 1912. • Cooper Union, NYC, MA Columbia. • Heb poet, writer, educator, Zionist; NYC; co-ftr, dean Herzliyah Heb Academy; co-editor Matz Heb Classics. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 66:574; WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938.


Feist, Albert; b. Brooklyn, Oct 22 1887; d. NYC, Apr 28 1943. To US 1910. • Labor ldr, NYC; organ Umberla & Cane Industry Union, Natl Labor Com for Palestine; secy-treas United Hebrew Trades; bd ORT; author in field. • See: EF; AJYB, 45:384-85; WWWIA, 1938; Fink, 100-01; NTimes, Apr 29 1943, 21:3.

Feis, Herbert; b. NYC, June 7 1893; d. Mar 2 1972. AB, PhD Harvard; honorary degrees. • Economic historian; mem Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); author/advisor in field; WWI service. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 24:137; WWWIA, 1928, 1938; WWWJA, 5; NTimes, Mar 3 1972, 45:3.

Feiss, Julius; b. Germany, 1848; d. Cleveland, July 6 1931. Merchant, civic worker, Cleveland. • See: AJYB, 24:137, 34:110.

Feiss, Paul Lewis (Louis); b. Cleveland, June 3 1875; d. Cleveland, Jan 20 1952. Mens clothing mfr, bus exec, communal & civic worker, Cleveland; pres Chamber of Commerce; fdr Mt Sinai; active slum clearance, Am Jewish Com, cultural insts; WWI active Serbian Relief. • See: AJYB, 24:137, 54:538; WWWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWJA, 3; NTimes, Jan 21 1952, 16:4.

Feist, Felix F; b. ca 1884; d. NYC, Apr 15 1936. Motion picture mgr, distributor, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:827.
Feist, Irving J; b. Newark, Jan 6 1907; d. Feb 27 1978. BS Newark Academy, BS U PA; honorary degree. • Real estate exec, Newark; exec Boy Scouts; natl bd Natl Conf of Christians & Jews; natl advisory bd Girl Scouts. • See: WWWLA, 7.


Feist, Theophil; b. Trimbach, Alsace, Oct 26 1873. To Tacoma 1889. • Clothing store owner, Tacoma; officer Masons, Rotary, synagogue. • See: WWWLA, 1938.

Feit, Abraham; b. NYC, Oct 12 1893. LLB Brooklyn Law. • Lawyer, Brooklyn; active Zionist Org of Am, Heb Educational Soc, Fedn of Jewish Charities; WWII government telegraph operator. • See: WWWLA, 1938.

Feit, Julius G; b. Galicia, Apr 19 1880. To NYC 1898. • NYU; Insurance broker, communal ldr, Brooklyn; an orgr United Galician Jews of Am; officer Bronx Jewish Center, Sons of Israel. • See: WWWLA, 1938.

Feit, Donald Gottschalk; b. New Orleans, Oct 8 1925; d. June 3 1976. BA U Chicago. • Editor, Metropolitan Sunday Newspapers, NYC; WWII service. • See: WWWLA, 7; NYTimes, June 4 1976, IV 164.

Feitelberg, Sergei; b. Russia, 1905?; d. NYC, Sep 17 1967. • Writer, free lance journalist, book reviewer, NYC; contributor to major magazines. • See: UJE, WWWLA, 1938.


Feld, Philip; b. b. vicksburg, Nov 11 1913. Cotton planter, Vicksburg; pres Bd of Trade. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):162.

Feld, Rose Carol; b. Rumania, May 12 1895. To NYC 1899. • Writer, free lance journalist, book reviewer, NYC; contributor to major magazines. • See: UJE, WWWLA, 1938.

Feldberg, Morris; b. ca 1892; d. Brookline, MA, Sep 17 1969. Discount chain store exec, Boston; co-fdr Zayre Corp. • See: WWWLA, 5; NYTimes, Sep 18 1969, 47:3.


Feldheim, Charles; b. ca 1854; d. Portland, OR, May 4 1939. Civic & communal worker, Portland, OR. • See: AJYB, 41:421.


Feldheim, Philipp; b. Vienna. To US 1939. • Publisher, NYC; fdr Philipp Feldheim Inc. • See: Detroit Jewish News story, Sep 4 1970.

Feldheim (Feldheim), Norman Frank; b. NYC, July 29 1906; d. San Bernardino, CA, 1985. AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Panama City Canal Zone, San Bernardino. • See: WWWLA, 1938; CCARBY.


Feldman, Abraham G; b. Rumania, June 26 1887. Furniture corp exec, Chicago; pres Storkline Furniture Corp. • See: WWWLA, 1918.

Feldman, Abram Meyer; b. Kiev, Aug 8 1862/1863/1865. To US 1887. • Tchrs Inst (Zitomir), BS, ME U PA. • Consult mechanical engineer, NYC; specialty: air conditioning; faculty Armour Inst; author in field; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):90; WWWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Feldman, Baruch M; b. Russia, 1885. Painter, writer, Uhlerstown, PA. • See: AJYB, 24:137.


Feldman, Edmund Burke; b. Cincinnati, Dec 17 1894. BCE, CE U Cincinnati, MS UT State Agricultural Coll. • Civil engineer, Salt Lake City; chief engineer Public Works Admin (UT); chf United Jewish Council. • See: WWWLA, 1938.


Feldman, George; b. NYC, Oct 13 1897. DDS NYU. • Dentist, watercolorist, NYC; WWII service. • See: WWWLA, 1938.


Epidemiologist; worked with Albert Sabin; officer professional org; WWI service. • See: NYTimes, Jan 14 1978.

Feldman, Herman; b. NYC, Mar 20 1894; d. Hanover, NH, Oct 16 1947. AB CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia; honorary degree. • Authority on industrial relations, government advisor; dean CCNY; faculty Dartmouth; author in field and popular. • See: UJE; AJYB, 50:515; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWLAJ, 2; NTimes story, Jan 24 1940, obituary, Oct 17 1947, 21:3.

Feldman, Hyman Isaac; b. Lemberg, June 5 1896. To NYC 1900. • Cornell, BFA Yale, Columbia. • Architect, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Feldman, Jacob G; b. Hungary, Apr 18 1888. EE Columbia, Pratt. • Commercial banker, engineer, NYC; author on engineering. • See: WWLAJ, 1926.

Feldman, Joseph; b. Petrofka, Rumania, Aug 25 1892. To US 1915. • Polytech (Odessa), AB Am U (Beirut), MD LI Coll Hospital; post-grad Vienna. • Surgeon, ear, nose & throat specialist, Brooklyn; officer Crown Hts Yeshiva, Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA.


Feldman, Maurice Milton; b. NYC, May 26 1915. BS CCNY, NYU. • Sanitation Dept Commr, NYC. • See: NTimes story, Dec 27 1964.


Feldman, Samuel; b. Russia, Aug 13 1878. MD Cornell, post-grad abroad. • Dermatologist, Bronx, NYC; faculty Fordham; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Feldstein, David; b. Detroit, Sep 14 1909; d. Oct 26 1972. U MI. • Exec, Detroit; pres Automotive Transmission Co; bd Young Israel Center. • See: WWLAJ, 6.


Fellheimer, Alfred; b. Chicago. BS UI L. • Architect, NYC; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 3.

Fellman, Harry; b. ca 1875; d. Omaha, Jan 12 1937. Communal worker, Omaha. • See: AJYB, 39:590.

Fellner, William John; b. Budapest, May 31 1895; d. Sep 15 1983. To US 1938. • U Budapest, BS Techn Ins (Zurich), PhD U Berlin. • Economist, faculty U CA (Berkeley), Yale; consult Treasury Dept; officer professional assm; author/editor in field. • See: EJ, WWLAJ, 8; NTimes, Sep 16 1983.

Fels, Joseph; b. Halifax County, VA; d. Philadelphia, Feb 22 1914. Soap mfr, single-tax advocate, pioneer Zionist; fdr Fels Naphtha Corp; promoter vacant land farming (London, Philadelphia). • See: UJE; EJ (sub Fels); WWLAJ, 16:914-1915);162; WWLAJ, 1; DAB; NTimes, Feb 23 1914, 9:5.

Fels, Mary (Mrs Joseph Fels); b. Sembach, Bavaria, Mar 10 1863; d. NYC, May 16 1953. U PA, Bedford Coll (England). • Philanthropist, pioneer Zionist; pres Joseph Fels Fedn; est Joseph Fels Internat Commit. • See: EJ; WW2AJ, 40:5; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928; WWLAJ, 3; NTimes, May 17 1953, 885.


Fels, Samuel; b. ca 1833; d. Paducah, Sep 1 1923. Pioneer wholesale merchant, Paducah. • See: AJYB, 26:154.


Felsenfeld, Joseph Louis; b. NYC, July 20 1894. DDS Columbia. • Dentist, Brooklyn; officer professional soc. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Felsenthal, Bernhard; b. Munchweiler, Bavaria, Jan 2 1822; d. Chicago, Jan 12 1908. To US 1854. • Honorary degrees. • Rabbi, scholar, Reform ldr, Zionist, Chicago; honorary officer Free Religious Assn; active Jewish Publication Soc; author on Jewish themes. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 9(1903-1904):53, 10(1908-1909):129; Eisenstadt, 78; PAJHS, 17:218-22; DAB; NTimes, Jan 14 1908, 7:5.

Felsenthal, Edward G; b. Chicago, July 8 1886. AB, JD U Chicago. • Real estate exec, lawyer, Chicago; bd U Chicago. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Felsenthal, Emma; b. • Librarian, Urbana, IL; author biography of father Berndard Felsenthal. • See: AJYB, 24:138.

Felsenthal, Jacob C; b. ca 1866; d. Jackson, MS, Mar 1 1939. Merchant, communal ldr, philanthropist, Memphis. • See: AJYB, 41:421.

Felsenthal, Joseph; b. ca 1837; d. Brownsville, TN, Nov 30 1912.
Feuer, Mortimer

Confederate veteran, Brownsville, TN. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):269.

Felstein, Flora Leonson (Mrs David Felstein); b. NYC, Oct 22 1894. COMMunal worker, St Louis; pres Hadassah; dir Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

felt, James; b. nyc, June 29 1903; d. nyc, Mar 4 1971. Real estate developer, civic ldr, nyc; ch city Planning Commn, Public Development Commn; pres Urban League; officer Mt Sinai Med Center, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: AJYB, 73:630, NTimes, Mar 5 1971, 38:1.

Felterm, Charles; b. nyc, July 3 1894. Importer, infants wear mfr, nyc; active synagogue. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Fenbacher, Henry L; b. ca 1874; d. Chicago, June 23 1935. Mayor, Chicago; active Mason; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 37:256.

Fenchelzi, Imre; b. Hungary, 1884; d. St John, NB, Aug 17 1945. To US 1940. • Sociologist, statistician, nyc; expert on migration and demography; with Internatl Labor Org (Geneva); author in field. • See: AJYB, 48:488; NTimes, Aug 19 1945, 39:3.


Ferguson, Laura Charles (Mrs Joseph k Ferguson); b. Los Angeles, May 23 1883. U Chicago. • Communal worker, Los Angeles; fdr congregational religious school; regional supervisor Natl Council of Jewish Women; active CA Fedn of Temple Sisterhoods. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Ferkauf, Eugene; b. Brooklyn, 1921. Businessman, philanthropist; benefactor Yeshiva U. • See: EF.

Fernbach, henry b. Lowenberg, Germany, 1829; d. nyc, Nov 1883. To US 1849. • Architect, nyc; designer Moorish style synagogs. • See: UJE; NTimes, Nov 1883, 18, 23.

Fernbach, R (Robert) Livingston; b. nyc, Sep 18 1876. BS CCNY, post-grad nyc. • Textile chemist, Paterson; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 5.


Fernberger, Samuel weiller; b. Philadelphia, June 4 1887; d. May 3 1956. BS, MA, PhD U PA. • Psychologist, Philadelphia; faculty U PA; ch Bureau of Jewish Children Com on Report and Research; officer professional socs; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 24:138; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWLAJ, 3; NTimes, May 4 1956, 252.

Ferne, Hortense (Mrs herman Ferne); b. nyc. Natl Academy of Design. • Artist, Philadelphia; officer professional soc. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Fernhoffs, william; b. Bucacz, Austria, Sep 18 1897. To US 1924. • MD U Vienna, post-grd Vienna, nyc. • Surgeon, health officer, Woodridge, ny; author in field; WWI Austrian army service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Ferst, monie Alan; b. savannah, Mar 11 1891; d. June 1 1965. BS GA Tech. • Mfr, atlanta. • See: WWLAJ, 4.


Fertig, Moses maldin; b. nyc, July 10 1887; d. nyc, July 1972. BS CCNY, LLB NY law, post-grd nyc. • Lawyer, legislator, asst corporation counsel, nyc; pres Jewish Welfare Bd, ymha; advisor to ny governors, Natl Youth Authority. • See: UJE; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, July 24 1972, 30:4.

Feucht,ʀawer, Lionel; b. Munich, July 7 1884; d. los Angeles, Dec 21 1958. To NYC 1940. • PhD U Munich. • Noted novelist, satirist, anti-Fascist; WWII German army service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 61:416; WWLAJ, 3; DAB, 6; NTimes, Dec 23 1958, 26:6.

Feuer, Abraham; b. ca 1852; d. Mar 11 1926. Rabbi, Brooklyn, org Jewish farm colony (Canada). • See: AJYB, 38:427.

Feuer, Leon Israel; b. Hazleton, Pa, May 23 1903; d. toledo, Sep 1984. AB U Cincinnati, ordained heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, author, Toledo, Cleveland; pres Central Contf of Am Rabbis; natl officer Zionist Org of Am; dir Toledo Industrial Peace Bd, Am Zionst Emergency Council. • See: EF; AJYB, 86:438; WWLAJ, 1938.

Feuer, Lewis Samuel; b. nyc, 1912. Philosopher, social scientist; faculty CCNY, U VT, U CA (berkeley), U toronto; author in field. • See: EF.

Feuer, mortimer; b. nyc, Nov 25 1909; d. Dec 17 1969. BS CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, nyc; active civil affairs, Democratic politics, bar assn; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 5; NTimes, Dec 18 1969, 472.
Feuer, Samuel Gustave; b. NYC, July 18 1903.
Columbia, MD NYU. • Physician, NYC; faculty Downstate Med Center; consult police dept; WWII service. • See: *WWIA*, 8.

Feuer, Stanley Burton; b. South Bend, IN, Oct 2 1928; d. Sep 15 1984.
BA, LLB Yale. • Motion picture exec, lawyer, NYC, Los Angeles; exec; MGM; military service. • See: *WWIA*, 8.

Feuerlicht, Jacob; b. Liszka, Hungary, Mar 12 1856; d. Chicago, Mar 24 1920.
To US 1882. • Communal admr, rabbi, Chicago; sup't Jewish Home for Aged. • See: *AJYB*, 7(1905-1906):55; 22:165.

Feuerlicht, Morris Marcus; b. Jan 15 1879; d. 1959.


Feuerstein, Moses I; b. Boston, 1916.
Boston U, Harvard. • Orthodox Idr, textile mfr; pres Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations; chf Natl Soc for Heb Day Schools. • See: *EJ*.

Feuerstein, Richard; b. Bojan, Austria, Nov 11/12 1888.
To US 1921. • PhD U Vienna, Sorbonne. • Language educator, Winter Park, FL; faculty Rollins Coll. • See: *WWIA*, 1928, 1929.

Feuerstein, Samuel C; b. 1893; d. Brookline, MA, Sep 9 1983.
Communal worker, Am Day School Movement Idr, philanthropist; fdr Torah Umesorah Natl Soc for Heb Day Schools; pres Maimonides School (Brookline), Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations. • See: *AJYB*, 85:144.

BS U PA. • Investment banker, Baltimore; officer Jewish Childrens Soc. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Feustman, Moses; b. ca 1856; d. Philadelphia, Dec 15 1934.
Mfr, Philadelphia. • See: *AJYB*, 37:256.

Feustman, Rosalie (Mrs Bernard H Feustman); b. Dureckheim an Haardt, Rhenish Bavaria; d. Philadelphia, May 4 1935.

Feustmann, Grace; b. • d. Philadelphia, Nov 23 1918.


Feuymann, Richard Phillips; b. NYC, 1918.
Physicist, Nobel laureate, Princeton, Los Alamos; faculty Cal Tech. • See: *EJ*.

To US 1890. • CCNY, AB N Vu, MA Columbia. • Educator, public high school principal, Socialist Party Idr, Brooklyn; educational dir ILGWU. • See: *WWIA*, 1938; *NITimes*, Mar 1 1955, 25:1.

Fichman, David; b. Barber County, KS, Oct 1 1885; d. 1957.
AB U Chicago, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Social work admr, New Orleans; with Welfare Fund, Jewish Charitable & Educational Fedn, YMHA; officer professional socs, Zionist Org of Am, State Library Assn. • See: *WWIA*, 1938; *CCARYB*.

Fichman, Meyer Edward; b. NYC, Mar 29 1904.
AB NYU. • Communal social work admr, Harrissburg, Washington DC, Hartford, Stamford, CT; see ch United Jewish Community, Jewish Community Center. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Fichtenbaum, Max; b. La Grange, TX, Jan 23 1895.
BA, MBA U TX. • Org admr, Austin, TX; with U TX, TX Memorial Stadium Assn; WWII service. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Fideleman, Joseph; b. Tiflis, Russia, Feb 3 1905.
To NY 1933. • Pianist, tchr, NYC; earlier Berlin. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

To US 1905. • Dress mfr, bdlr, hotelier, NYC; bd Jewish Memorial Hospital. • See: *WWIA*, 8; *NITimes*, Jan 6 1972, 40:3.

Royal Academy (Berlin); honorary degrees. • Noted conductor, amateur fireman; with Boston Pops Concerts. • See: *UJE*, *EJ*; 1973-1982; *NITimes*, July 11 1979.

Fiedler, Leslie Aaron; b. Newark, 1917.
Author, literary critic, novelist, Buffalo; faculty U MT, SUNY. • See: *EJ*.

Field, Jacob; b. NYC, Mar 12 1857.
Financier, NYC. • See: *WWIA*, 4.

Field, Jacob; b. Austria, ca 1886; d. Valhalla, NY, Dec 4 1960.
To US as child. • CCNY. • Tax consult, IRS officer; with Joint Distribution Com; active Am Legion, B’nai B’rith, Grand Street Boys Assn; WWII service. • See: *NITimes*, Dec 5 1960, 31:5.

Field, Jacob Morris; b. Pinsk, Sep 4 1897.
To NYC 1908. • Cooper Union. • Artist, industrial designer, NYC. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Fielding, Leah Rose (Mrs Louis Fielding); b. Hull, England, June 22 1876.
Volunteer civic & social worker, Worcester; pres Natl Council of Jewish Women; chf Sisterhood; dir Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: *WWIA*, 1928.

Field, Michael; b. NYC, Feb 21 1915; d. NYC, Mar 1971.

Fielding, Moses; b. ca 1875; d. Worcester, Jan 30 1939.
Merchant, communal worker, Worcester. • See: *AJYB*, 41:421.

Fieldler, Herman; b. ca 1855; d. Chicago, June 17 1930.


Carpet designer, mfr, NYC; WWII service. • See: *WWIA*, 7.

Fields, Harold; b. Boston, Dec 6 1890; d. NYC, Mar 30 1962.
BS, MA NYU, post-grad Columbia. • Advertising exec, welfare worker, author, lecturer, NYC; mem Bd of Examiners, Bd of Education, Federal Com on Immigration at Ellis Island; exec dir Natl League for Am Citizenships; pres Emanuel-El Found; active immigration & naturalization questions; WWII service. • See: *UJE*, *AJYB*, 64:493; *WWIA*, 1928, 1948; *BOEA*; *WWIA*, 4; *NITimes*, Mar 31 1962, 25:1.

Fields, Herbert; b. NYC, July 26 1897; d. Mar 1958.
Columbia. • Screenwriter, musical comedy writer, author, NYC. • See: *UJE* (sub Fields, Lew); *WWIA*, 3; *NITimes*, Mar 25 1958, 33:1.

Fields, Jack H; b. NYC, July 31 1908; d. NYC, June 1 1971.
Business exec, communal fraternal order Idr; officer Free Sons of Israel; bd B’nai B’rith. • See: *AJYB*, 73:630; *NITimes*, June 3 1971, 42:4.

Fields, Lew (Lewis Maurice); b. NYC, Jan 1 1867; d. Los Angeles, July 20 1941.
Comedians, theatrical mfr; with Weber &
Fields vaudeville team. See: UF\E; A\YB, 6(1904-1905):90, 24:138; 44:336; WW\LAJ, 1926 (addenda), 1928; BE\OA\F, WW\ILLA; 1; DAB, 3 (sub Weber, Joseph Morris); NT\imes, July 22 1941, 19:1.


Fierman, Harold Lee; b. NYC, Apr 1 1898; d. Aug 1978. LLB Fordham. • Lawyer, NYC; pres Fierman Found; active Beth Israel, Mt Sinai. See: WW\ILLA, 7.

Fierst, Harry P; b. Biersz, Kovno, Oct 15 1926, 1928; WW\IA, 1918, 1928. • AB, AM Columbia, France. • Composer, musician; faculty Columbia; active 20th Century Fund. • See: UF\E; E\F (sub Fierst).


Finkel, Anthony; b. Poland, Oct 15 1883. To St Paul 1904. • Insurance broker, St Paul; officer Mizrachi, United Jewish Fund; dir Chicago Theological Seminary; Russian army service. See: WW\ILLA, 1938.


Finkel, Joseph; b. Kobrin-Grodnio, Sep 15 1893. To U MN Coll of Pharmacy, AB, MD Loyola. • Physician, health officer, insurance med dir, Chicago; pres Community Mortuary Benefit Assn; WW\II service. See: WW\ILLA, 1926, 1938.


Finder, Sigmund; b. Bohchia, Austria, June 18 1886. To Chicago 1907. • Insurance mgr, Chicago; with Metropolitan Life. See: WW\ILLA, 1938.

Findlay, Jack; b. NYC, Dec 27 1882. Exec, merchant, Salt Lake City; pres The Boston Store, Jewish Commonwealth Center; active synagog, B'nai B'rith. • See: WW\ILLA, 1928.

Fine, Benjamin; b. NYC, Sep 1 1903; d. South Korea, May 17 1975. BS RI State, MS, MA, PhD Columbia; honorary degrees. • Journalist, educator, prolific author; with Ford Found Tchr Training; faculty U Miami; faculty, dean Yeshiva U. • See: UF\E; 77:594; WW\ILLA, 6.


Fine, Ezra Zimmerman (Mrs Robert Fine); b. Warsaw, Jan 4 1877. To US 1883. • Communal ldr, admr, Toledo; pres Daughters of Israel, Hadassah; orgr Jr Hadassah (Toledo, Tampa); dir Jewish Fedn, Jewish Education League. • See: WW\ILLA, 1938.


Fine, Melvin I; b. Baltimore, June 28 1904. LLB U MD. • Lawyer, legislator, Baltimore; active Republican politics. • See: WW\ILLA, 1918.

Fine, Milton Simon; b. Minsk, June 18 1892; d. NYC, Nov 1962. To NYC 1904. • MD LI Coll Hospital, postgrad Vienna, Moscow. • Urologist, NYC; with Dept of Corrections, faculty Columbia; active synagog; author in field. • See: WW\ILLA, 1938; NT\imes, Nov 14 1962, 39:2.

Fine, Morris Seide; b. Bridgeport, CT, Nov 8 1886; d. NYC, Aug 1946. Phil, PhD Yale. • Dir of research, General Foods, Battle Creek, MI. • See: UF\E, 24:138; WW\ILLA, 1938; NT\imes, Aug 1946, 47:2.

Fine, Reuben; b. Brooklyn, 1912/1914. CC\NY, U Southern CA. • Chess grandmaster, psychoanalyst, NYC; with Post-Grad Center for Psychotherapy; faculty CC\NY; author in field. • See: UF\E; E\F.

Fine, Samuel; b. Keidan, Russia, Oct 12 1884; d. NYC, Aug 3 1972. To NYC 1899. • Mens clothing mfr, communal ldr, NYC; pres Machzike Talmud Torah; officer Keidaner Assn, B'rith Sholom. • See: UF\E, 74:554; WW\ILLA, 1938; NT\imes, Aug 5 1972, 28:4.

Fine, Samuel M; b. ca 1885; d. Detroit, Nov 2 1938. Rabbi, scholar, author, Detroit. • See: UF\E, 41:421.

realtor, bldr, communal fundraiser, Buffalo; active Jewish War Veterans. • See: BEOAJ.

Finke, Myron; b. NYC, Aug 4 1887. AB CCNY, CPA, LLB Fordham. • CPA, lawyer, NYC; faculty CCNY; active professional soc. • See: WWLAF, 1938.


Finkel, Leon; b. NYC, 1906; d. Jan 21 1980. LLB NYU. • Mfg co exec; with Finkel Umbrella Frame Co; active Masons, Rotary. • See: WWLAF, 7.


Finkelstein, Abraham H; b. Scranton, June 19 1898. Lehigh. • Tobacco co exec, author, poet, Buffalo; active charities, synagogues. • See: WWLAF, 1928.


Finkelstein, Elijah Mordecai; b. Meseritz, Poland, Feb 1873. To US 1906. • Rabbi, scholarly author, religious educator, Prague, Warsaw, Brooklyn. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938.


Finkelstein, Isadore; b. Knoxville, Oct 5 1895. LLB U TN. • Lawyer, Knoxville active B'nia Brit, Am Legion; WWI service. • See: WWLAF, 1928.


Finkelstein, Joseph; b.; d. Honolulu, reported Sep 2 1938. Soldier, Distinguished Service Cross winner; WWII service. • See: AJTB, 41:921.


Finkelstein, Louis B; b. Wizajni, Suwalki, May 24 1884. To US 1887. • Mens clothing mfr, communal worker, philantropist, NYC, Norfolk; pres Jewish Maternity Hospital, Beth Israel Hospital; officer Central Jewish Inst. • See: AJTB, 39:591; BEOAJ; NYTimes, May 16 1937, II 8:7.


Finkelstein, Lawrence Shepard; b. NYC, Jan 1 1889. LLB Yale. • Lawyer, Bridgeport, CT; officer communal fundraising, Jewish Welfare Bd. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Finkenstein, Harry Aaron; b. Omaha, Nov 19 1895/1896. LLB U Southern CA. • Lawyer, Los Angeles; officer B'nia Brit; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 1928, 1938.

Finkler, Rita V Sapiro (Mrs Samuel J Finkler); b. Kherson, Nov 1 1888; d. Nov 8 1968. To US 1910. • Law School (Petrograd), MD Womens Med Coll of PA, post-grad CA, NYC, Vienna, Berlin. • Pediatrician, gynecologist, endocrinologist, Newark; active womens med orgs; author in field. • See: WWLAF, 1928, 1938; WWLAF, 5; NYTimes, Nov 9 1938, 33:5.

Finley, Abe Harvey; b. Scranton, June 19 1898. Lehigh. • Tobacco & wholesale confectioner, Zionist ldr, Syracuse, Buffalo; nat exec bd Zionist Org of Am, Natl Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods; officer trade assns. • See: WWLAF, 1938; BEOAJ.

Finn, Joseph M; b. Cleveland, Apr 10 1872. Merchant, Chicago; pres Elevator Co of Am; dir Jewish Peoples Inst. • See: WWLAF, 1928.

Finn, Julius; b. Vladislavovo, Suwalki, Apr 28 1871; d. NYC, Dec 6 1931. To US 1887. • Chess Master, NYC; dir Sydenham Hospital, East Side Jewish Center, Manhattan Chess Club. • See: AJTB, 24:138, 34:10; WWLAF, 1926, 1928.
Finn, Samson; b. Scrab, Lithuania, July 20 1885.

Finn, Samuel Lawrence; b. NYC, June 3 1890.
U Dayton; honorary degree. * Lawyer, Dayton, OH; pres Community Chest; bd Dayton U. * See: WWLAJ, 8.


Finsky, Morris Edward; b. Sopotzkin, Russia, Mar 21 1897.

Finsterwald, Corinne (Corinn) (Mrs Guy Rowe); b. Marion, WI, Nov 5 1894; d. Apr 1965.
Wicker School of Fine Arts. * Artist, portrait painter, print maker, Detroit; * See: WWLAJ, 1938; NTimes, Apr 4 1965, 872.

Finston, Nathaniel; b. NYC, Feb 24 1895.
CCNY. * Musician, music dir for theatres, motion picture studio, NYC; Chicago; with MGM, Culver City, CA. * See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Fireman, Julius C; b. Nyiregyhaza, Hungary, June 4 1872; d. Dec 1925.

Fireman, Peter; b. Lipovetz, Russia, Apr 4 1863; d. Apr 27 1962.

Firestein, Alfred; b. Los Angeles, 1924; d. Mar 1975.

Firestein, Chester; b. 1930.
Cosmetic mfr exec. * See: EF (sub Factor, Max).

Firestein, Max; b. Denver?, 1894.
Cosmetic mfr, comm'l dir, Los Angeles; pres Jewish Community Council; active United Jewish Appeal. * See: EF (sub Factor, Max).

Firestone, Allan Leo; b. St Paul, Mar 27 1894.
U MN. * Advertising exec, St Paul; bd Natl Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods; officer professional org; active Jewish Welfare Assn; WWI service. * See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Firestone, Irma Cain (Mrs Milton P Firestone); b. Milwaukee, July 15 1886.

Firestone, Milton; b. NYC, June 8 1927; d. Kansas City, Mar 6 1983.
Editor, Kansas City with Jewish Chronicle; officer synagogues; active NAACP, Cong of Racial Equality. * See: AYB, 85:415.

Firestone, Samuel R; b. McKeesport, PA, ca 1898; d. Miami, June 1968.

First, Philip; b. Lithuania, ca 1878; d. Wilmington, DE, May 11 1948.
Rabbi, Wilmington, DE. * See: AYB, 50:515; NTimes, May 12 1948, 27:3.

Firuski, Louis; b. 1864; d. NYC, Sep 24 1923.


Fischbach, Henry F; b. Rumania, 1891; d. NYC, Sep 10 1977.

Fischel, Arnold; b. Holland; d. Holland?
Rabbi, historian, lecturer in English, NYC; Civil War chaplain. * See: JE (sub Fischell, A); PAFHS, 12:127-37, 60:325-43.

Fischel, Arthur Mi; b.; d. Newark, Oct 19 1938.

Fischel, Bimko; b. Kielce, Poland, Dec 28 1890; d. NYC, Apr 10 1965.

Fischel, Harry; b. Meretz, Russia, July 22 1865; d. Jerusalem, Jan 1 1948.
To US 1884. * Technical School (Vilna). * Bklr, biographer, communal Idr,
philanthropist, NYC; an orgr Beth Israel Hospital, Heb Immigrant Aid Soc, Talmud Torah's, Am Jewish Com; officer Central Relief Com; benefactor Yeshiva Coll. * See: OJE; EF; AYB, 24:138, 50:515; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEQAJ; NTimes, Jan 2 1948, 233.

Fischel, Jacob; b. ca 1878; d. Monmouth Beach, NJ, May 18 1939.

Fischel, Jane B (Mrs Harry Fischel); b. Russia, Mar 21 1905; d. NYC, Jan 3 1935.

Fischel, Leon; b. NYC, Sep 30 1902.

Fischel, Max; b. ca 1864; d. Long Branch, NJ, Mar 24 1939.

Fischel, Max Ignatz; b. Prague, Mar 21 1878; d. Sep 1937.

Fischel, Theodore B; b. ca 1871; d. Mar 29 1940.


Fischelis, Philipp; b. Russia, 1857.

Fischer, Abraham; b. Russia, Apr 8 1885.
To US 1888. * MD NYU, post-grad Vienna,
Fishberg, Maurice

Fishberg, Al; b. Vienna, ca 1876; d. NYC, Apr 23 1944.

Fishberg, Arthur; b. Germany, Mar 31 1882; d. Miami, Oct 31 1941.
To US 1933. • German language journalist, author; speaker Central-Verein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens. • See: AJYB, 44:336.

Fishberg, Benjamin B; b. NYC, 1893.
Merchant, communal & civic worker, Denver; officer Beth Israel Hospital; active Community Chest, Chamber of Commerce. • See: BEOA.

Fishberg, Bobby; see Fischer, Robert.

Fishberg, Emil S; b. Vienna, ca 1865; d. NYC, Aug 2 1901.
Rabbi, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 4(1902-1903):197.

To US 1948. • PhD U Jena; honorary degree. • Biochemist; faculty U Berlin, U Basle, U Toronto, U CA (Berkeley). • See: WWWLA, 4; NYTimes, Mar 10 1960, 262.

Fishberg, Israel Frederick; b. NYC, Aug 15/17 1858; d. NYC, Mar 16 1940.
Cooper Union. • Congressman, chief justice US customs court, state & county Republican Party ldr, NYC. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:139, 42:478; WWWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 4; AJYB, Mar 17 1940, 49:7.

Sports editor, author, Chicago; with Chicago American; fdr, pres Amateur Softball League; officer professional soc; WWI service. • See: WWWLA, 5.

To US 1907. • Printer, publisher, NYC; pres United Rumanian Jews of Am; Rumanian army service. • See: WWWLA, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Dec 8 1960, 35:5.

Fishberg, Louis; b. Kaschau, Austria-Hungary, Nov 21 1864; d. NYC, Apr 9 1945.
To NYC 1867/1868. • CCNY, School of Pharmacy, MD NYU/Bellevue, post-grad Berlin. • Pediatrician, NYC; with Health Dept; faculty NY Post-Grad Med School; author in field. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):91, 24:139, 47:521; WWWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 2,4; NYTimes, Apr 10 1945, 19:6.

To US 1903. • Dept store exec, Englewood, NJ; a fdr Jewish Community Center, United Jewish Fund; officer Heb School. • See: AJYB, 69:606; NYTimes, Sep 4 1967, 21:1.

Fischbein, Jay Nathan; b. Boston, June 15 1901.
BS, MD Tufts, post-grad U PA. • Ear, eye, nose & throat specialist, Providence; deviser of instruments; author in field. • See: WWWLA, 1938.

BS U Chicago, MD Rush Med Coll. • Physician, Chicago; investigator McCormick Inst for Infectious Diseases; officer med socs; author/editor in field & popular science health. • See: UJE, AJYB, 78:540, WWWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 7; NYTimes, Sep 28 1976, 42:1.

Fischberg, Arthur Maurice; b. NYC, June 17 1898.
AB, MD Columbia. • Physician, NYC; author in field, textbooks. • See: UJE (sub Fishberg, Maurice); WWWLA, 1938.

Fischberg, Jack (Joachim); b. ca 1904; d. London, Aug 1970.

Fischberg, Isaac (Solomon Beckerman); b. Chudnov, Russia, 1851; d. Brooklyn, Feb 12 1915.
Flutist. • See: AJYB, 53:524; NYTimes, Feb 13 1931, 312.

Fischberg, Maurice; b. Kamenetz-Podolsk, Aug 16 1872; d. NYC, Aug 30 1934.
To US 1889/1890. • MD NYU. • Physician, anthropologist, NYC; specialty: anthropology & pathology of Jews; med dir United Heb Charities; consult Bureau of Immigration; author/editor in field. • See: JE, UJE, EF.
Fishberg, Yascha

AJYB, 6(1904-1905):91-92, 24:139, 37:256; WWLAF, 1928; Eisenstadt, 78; WWWLA, 1; NYTimes, Aug 31 1934, 17:4.

Fishberg, Yascha; b. Proskurov, Ukraine; Dec 16 1888.
To US 1922. • Mus D Imperial Conservatory (St. Petersburg). • Violinist, NYC; faculty Imperial Conservatory (Tiflis); concertmaster City Symphony of NY; conductor Brooklyn Symphony. • See: WWLAF, 1938; BEOAJ.

Fishblate, Solomon Harry; b. 1918; d. Wilmington, NC, Mar 4 1910.
Mayor, Wilmington, NC. • See: AJYB, 12(1910-1911):110.

Fishel, Carl M; b. ca 1878; d. NYC, 1964.
Costume jewelry mfr, NYC; active Republican Party. • See: NYTimes, Feb 1 1964, 27:4.

Fishel, Mortimer; b. NY, ca 1878; d. NYC, June 1939.
CCNY, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, expert on prison law; counsel labor unions. • See: NYTimes, June 24 1939, 17:5.

Fishel, Simon; b.; d. Cleveland, Jan 31 1917.
Communal worker, Cleveland. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918):265.

Fishel, Simon S; b. Traverse City, MI, Oct 22 1888.
Realtor, communal & Zionist worker, Lima, OH; officer state & local real estate bds, Red Cross, Boy Scouts. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Fishell, Albert; b. Blovitz, Bohemia.
Civic Idr, public admr, Pittsburgh, Chicago; pres Bd of Education; supervisor Pike County, IL; pres, benefactor synagog, Emil G Hirsch Social Center. • See: WWLAF, 1928.

Fishell, Dan S; b. ca 1876; d. St Louis, Nov 13 1913.
Theatrical mgr, St Louis. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):162.

Fisher, Abraham H; b. ca 1851; d. Baltimore, Mar 16 1913.
Judge, Baltimore. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):270.

Baltimore City Coll, AB Johns Hopkins, LLB U MD. • Lawyer, ass't state atty general, Baltimore; officer bar assns; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Fisher, Annie; b. Barr, Russia, Apr 11 1883.
To US 1888. • BS Wesleyan, MA NYU. • Public school tehr & admr, textbook author, Hartford; supt Kennedy School of Missions; pres YWHA; active Hartford Soc Settlement, synagog. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Hunter, Syracuse U. • Television dir, producer, Los Angeles; military service. • See: WWWLA, 8.

Fisher, Bernard Paul; b. Brooklyn, Sep 8 1902.
Columbia, U PA, AB, BCS NYU. • Credit & sales & labor union exec, NYC; exec secy Amalgamated Electrical Workers Union; contrathor in field. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Fisher, Fred; b. Cologne, Sep 30 1876; d. NYC, Jan 14 1942.
To US 1892. • Composer, NYC; "Im Always Chasing Rainbows"; German naval & French Legion service. • See: AJYB, 44:336; WWLAF, 1938.

Fisher, Frederick V; b. Strethlen, Germany, Sep 16 1875.
To US 1892. • Exec, Seattle; officer synagog. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

To US 1903. • AB CCNY, tehr diploma, ordained JTS, MA Columbia. • Rabbi, Averne, LI; officer Rabbinical Assembly of Am. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

To US 1914. • AB CCNY, tehr diploma, ordained JTS, MA Columbia. • Rabbi, Averne, LI; officer Rabbinical Assembly of Am. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Fisher, Henry M; b. New Haven, July 24 1876; d. Atlantic City, June 23 1941.
BA Yale, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Atlantic City; mem Bd of Education. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):54, 43:357; NYTimes, June 25 1941, 21:3.

Fisher, Ira I; b. Chicago, Oct 12 1894.
Merchant, broker, Chicago. • See: WWLAF, 1928.

To US 1904. • NY School of Social Work, U ND, U Dayton. • Social work exec, NYC, Fargo, Dayton, OH; with Jewish Fedn for Social Service. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Fisher, Lewis; b. Russia, Dec 12 1885; d. before 1938.
To US 1904. • Philadelphia Central Manual Training School, MD U PA. • Physician, Philadelphia; faculty U PA; author in field; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 24:139; WWLAF, 1926, 1928.


Industrialist, Republican Party Idr, pioneer in MI oil industry, Detroit; active civic & communal affairs. • See: Ef, Wall Street Journal, Feb 8 1978.

Fisher, Mendel N; b. Russia, 1898; d. NYC, Feb 10 1975.

Fisher, Mitchell Salem; b. Hoboken, Apr 5 1903.
AB NYU, MHL, ordained Jewish Inst of Religion, post-grad U Chicago, Union Theological Seminary, MA, PhD, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, rabbi, NYC; nat officer Avukah; editor Columbia Law Review; active Nonsectarian Anti-Nazi League, Bronx Free Fellowship Com. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Fisher, Morris; b. Youngstown, 1892.
Marksmen; mem US Olympic team; military service. • See: UJE.


Fisher, Samuel Philip; b. Cleveland, Mar 9 1876; d. before 1938.
Bass to exec, Bellefontaine, OH, active United Jewish Campaign. • See: WWLAF, 1928.

Fishman, Aaron; b. Rumania, Nov 17 1901.
AB Columbia, LLB Fordham. • Lawyer, NYC; active, consult, counsel relief orgs. • See: BEOAJ.

Fishman, Abraham P; b. ca 1881; d. Providence, June 24 1934.
Physician, surgeon, communal worker, Providence. • See: AJYB, 36:280.

Fishman, Casriel; b. Vilna, June 30 1882.
To US 1886. • PhG; BS U MI, MD Rush Med Coll, post-grad Europe. • Physician, Oklahoma City; faculty U OK; active synagog; author in field. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Fishman, Henoch; b. Berezza-Kartuska, Poland, Feb 18 1914; d. NYC, Dec 7 1965.
To US 1946. • Rabbinical scholar, NYC; faculty Yeshiva U. • See: AJYB, 67:534-35; NYTimes, Dec 8 1965, 47:2.

Fishman, Jacob; b. Radzilovo, Poland, Apr 10 1876/1878; d. Basle, Dec 21 1946.
To US 1890. • Yiddish journalist, NYC; a bd Zionist Org of Am; with Tageblatt, Watenis, Jewish Morning Journal. • See: UJE; Ef, AJYB, 24:139, 49:51; WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Dec 22 1946, 41:1.

Fishman, Jacob Benjamin; b. Odessa, Sep 24 1895.
To US 1907. • PhB, PhD Yale. • Chemist, motion picture exhibitor, New Haven. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Fishman, Joshua Aaron; b. Philadelphia, 1926.
Social psychologist, socio-linguist, NYC; faculty Yeshiva U; active Yiddish cultural affairs, Yiddish Inst; author in field & on Yiddish. • See: EF, EF:1973-1982.

Fishman, Leo; b. NYC, Feb 16 1914; d. Apr 4 1975.
BA, MA, PhD NYU, post-grad U WA. • Economist, Morgantown, WV; faculty U WV; author in field. • See: WWII, 6.

To US 1890. • Farmer, legislator, agricultural pioneer, school bd mem, Tribune, KS; county treasurer, Sidney, NE; active Republican politics. • See: UE, WWIA, 1928; BEOA, NYTimes, May 21 1956, 252.

Fishman, Solomon; b. Newark, Mar 27 1903; d. Maplewood, NJ, Dec 29 1966. BS Newark Coll of Engineering. • Engineer, Newark; faculty Newark Coll of Engineering; active physical rehabilitation; WWII government service. • See: WWIA, 1938; NYTimes, Dec 30 1966, 253.

Fishof, Frank Ephrattn; b. Podolsk, Oct 10 1892.
Youth, Council of Nat! Orgs for Children To NYC 1913. • BS UND, MD U. Louisville, 1912; d. Dec 28 1971. • PhB, PhD Yale. • Chemist, patent holder, Salt Lake City. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Flamme, George; b. NYC, Oct 6 1894; d. Brooklyn, Nov 1939. MD LI Coll Hospital. • Physician, Brooklyn; specialty: hay fever, asthma; active Jewish War Veterans; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWIA, 1938; NYTimes, Nov 28 1939, 25:5.

Flisan, Israel M; b. Warsaw, Jan 16 1897. To US 1905. • LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; active Jewish War Veterans; author in field; WWII military & Jewish Welfare Bd service. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Flaschener, Abraham Mark; b. Boston, Nov 4 1896.
DMD Harvard. • Dentist, Boston; exec bd Jewish Child Welfare Assn; officer professional soc; WWII & reserve service. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Fleck, Samuel; b. NYC, Oct 20 1887. Merchant, Marion, IN; pres Jewish Fedn of Charities; officer B'nai B'rith. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Flegenheimer, Albert; b. Schwabisch-Hall, Germany, July 4 1890; d. Dec 1972. Sugar industry exec, NYC; active sugar beet production. • See: WWIA, 5; NYTimes, Dec 19 1972, 462.


Fleischaker, Frank W; b. Louisville, Sep 14 1877. Louisville Coll of Pharmacy, MD U Louisville, post-grad U Heidelberg, U Berlin, U Vienna. • Physician, Louisville; faculty U Louisville. • See: WWIA, 1928.

Fleischer, Arthur; b. Bridgeport, CT, Mar 1 1904. BS, PhD Yale. • Chemist, patent holder, Salt Lake City. • See: WWIA, 1938.
Fleischman, Henry


Fleischman, Julius; b. ca 1850; d. NYC, Nov 12 1912. Contractor, bldr, NYC. * See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):270.


Fleischmann, Charles Louis; b. near Budapest, Nov 3 1834; d. Dec 10 1897. Mfr, capitalist, fire commr, legislator, Cincinnati; active Republican politics. * See: DAB.


Fleisher, Benjamin Wilfred; b. Philadelphia, Jan 6 1870; d. Rochester, MN, Apr 29 1946. PhB U PA. * Publisher, editor, Tokyo; with Japan Advertiser; promoted good relations between Japan & US. * See: UJE, EJ (sub Fleisher), AJYB, 24:139, 48:488-89; WWIAJ, 1926 (addenda), 1928, 1938; BEOA, WWIA, 2; DAB, 4; NITimes, May 1 1946, 25:3.


Fleisher, Edward; b. NYC, Apr 22 1884. BS CCNY, MS, PhD NYU. * Mathematician, Brooklyn; faculty Brooklyn Coll; WWI dir farm cadet camp. * See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.


Fleisher, Hannah Tuchnor (Mrs Benjamin Wolf Fleisher); b. Germany, 1810; d. Philadelphia, 1903. Family fdr, Philadelphia. * See: EJ (sub Fleisher).


Fleisher, Moyer; b. 1842; d. 1924. Yarn mfr, Philadelphia; officer Heb Educational Soc. * See: EJ (sub Fleisher).

Fleisher, Moyer Springer; b. Philadelphia, May 13 1884. BS, MD U PA. * Bacteriologist, St Louis; with Dept of Public Health; faculty St Louis U;
author in field; WWI service. • See: AYB, 24:139; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWWaf, 7.

Wharton. • Yarn mfr, civic & welfare ldr, art patron, Philadelphia; mem White House Conf on Care of Dependent Children, Mayors Com on Child Welfare, Natl Recreation Cong, Recreation Com; fdr Graphic Sketch Club; dir Jewish Foster Home, Neighborhood Centre. • See: UJE; EF (sub Fleisher); AYB, 24:139; 46:337; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 2.

Yarn mfr, Philadelphia; active Heb Educational Soc. • See: EF (sub Fleischer); AYB, 21:205.

U PA. • Engineer, yarn mfr, Philadelphia; exec com Jewish Welfare Soc. • See: WWLAf, 1926.

BS, MS, ME U PA; honorary degree. • Consult engineer, inventor, NYC; specialty: heating, cooling & ventilation; officer trade socs; author/editor in field. • See: WWWAf, 3; WWLAf, 1938; NTimes, Apr 20 1959, 3:13.

Exec, bank dir, Philadelphia. • See: WWLAf, 1938.

Fleishacker, Herbert (Hubert); b. San Francisco, Nov 2 1872; d. Apr 2 1957.
Business coll. • Banker, San Francisco. • See: AYB, 24:139; WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 3; NTimes, Apr 3 1957, 3:12.

Fleishacker, Mortimer; b. San Francisco, Aug 22 1866; d. Jul 5 1953.
Banker, San Francisco; regent U CA; WWI exemption bd mem, federal mediator. • See: AYB, 24:140; WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 5; NTimes, July 15 1953, 25:3.

AB U CA. • Mgr exec, banker, San Francisco; active cultural affairs; WWII service. • See: WWLAf, 7.

Fleishman, Akiba; b. ca 1867; d. NYC, May 29 1929; Nov 1 1943.
Journalist, novelist, NYC. • See: AYB, 32:153. • *See Fleishman, Akiba.

Fleishman, Alfred; b. St Louis, June 16 1905.
PhG St Louis Coll of Pharmacy. • Pickle mfr, playwright, St Louis; natl bd AUA; adm com Am Jewish Cong; active amateur athletics, Democratic politics. • See: WWWAf, 1938.

Fleishman, Ella; b. Omaha, 1894.
Journalist, Omaha. • See: AYB, 24:140.

Fleishman, Morris; b. ca 1873; d. Philadelphia, Jan 20 1933.
Communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AYB, 35:123.

Fleishman, Samuel G; b.*; d. San Francisco, Mar 1916.

Flescher, Berthold; b. ca 1871; d. denver, Sep 19 1935.
Communal worker, Denver. • See: AYB, 38:427.

Flexer, Jacob; b. utena, lithuania, 1869; d. 1954.
To US 1923. • Rabbi, writer, vilna, plainfield, nj; chr Bd of Education. • See: WWLAf, 1926, 1928; NTimes, Feb 3 1945, 23:2.

Flexer, Abraham; b. louisville, Nov 13 1866; d. falls church, VA, Sep 21 1959.
AB Johns Hopkins, MA Harvard, U boston; honorary degrees. • Noted educator & admr, princeton; with Carnegie & Rockefeller Found's; ldr, dir Inst for Advanced Study (princeton); published report which revolutionized US med education. • See: UJE; EF; AYB, 60(1904-1905):92-93, 24:140, 62:450; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 3; DAB, 6; NTimes, Sep 22 1959, 1:5.

Flexer, Bernard; b. louisville, Feb 24 1865; d. NY, Mar 3 1945.
LLB U Louisville, U VA. • Lawyer, welfare worker, author, communal & Zionist ldr, philanthropist, NYC, Louisville, Chicago; orgn, pres Palestine Economic Corp; mem Jewish Agency; fdr university lectureships. • WWII mem Red Cross commn to Rumania. • See: UJE; EF (sub Flexer); AYB, 24:140, 47:521; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWWAf, 2; DAB, 3; NTimes, May 4 1945, 19:3.

Flexner, Carolin A; b. louisville, Sep 19 1892; d. NY, Jan 20 1958.
Exec, asst to Herbert Lehman at Joint Distribution Com; dir Central London Index; WWII government service. • See: AYB, 60:355; NTimes, Jan 21 1958, 29:1.

Flexner, Hortense (Mrs wyncie King); b. louisville, Apr 12 1885.
AB Bryn Mawr, MA U MI. • Poet, author, Bryn Mawr; with curtsie Publishing Co. • See: UJE (sub Flexner); AYB, 24:140; WWLAf, 1926, 1928; WWWAf, 7.

Flexner, Jacob; b. louisville, Apr 13 1934.
Louisville Coll of Pharmacy, U Louisville School of Med, Johns Hopkins. • Physician, Louisville. • See: UJE (sub Flexner); AYB, 36:280.

Flexner, James Thomas; b. 1908.
Popular author on Am themes, history. • See: EF (sub Flexner).

Flexner, Jennie Maas; b. louisville, Nov 6 1882; d. NYC, Nov 17 1944.
Western Reserve. • Librarian, NYC; officer professional orgs, adult education orgs; active work with unemployed during Depression, refugees, harlem; author in field. • See: UJE (sub Flexner); EF; AYB, 47:521; WWLAf, 1938; NAW; DAB, 3; NTimes, Nov 18 1944, 134.

Flexner, Magdalen Glaser Hupfel (Mrs William W Flexner); b. Watervliet, NY, July 11 1907; d. Washington DC, Apr 18 1972.
BA Bryn Mawr, LLB Cornell. • Foreign service officer, France, Wales. • See: WWWAf, 5; NTimes, Apr 21 1972, 42:2.

Flexner, Moritz; b. neumark, bohemia, 1820; d. 1882.
To US 1853. • Hat mfr, St Louis; fdr US family. • See: UJE (sub Flexner).

Flexner, Morris; b. louisville, Jan 25 1900.
AB U MI, MD Johns Hopkins. • Physician, Louisville; faculty U Louisville; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAf, 1928.

Flexner, Simon; b. louisville, Mar 25 1863; d. NYC, May 2 1946.
MD U Louisville, post-grad Johns Hopkins, U strasbourg, U Berlin, U Prague, Pasteur Inst; honorary degrees. • Pathologist, consult; with Rockefeller Inst; faculty Johns Hopkins, U PA; trustee Rockefeller Found; author in field. • See: JF; UJE; EF (sub Flexner); AYB, 6(1904-1905):93, 24:140, 49:610; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 2; DAB, 4.

Flexner, Washington; b. Louisville, Jan 21 1869; d. Dec 1942.
Printing co exec, Chicago. • See: EF (sub Flexner); WWLAf, 1938; NTimes, Jan 1 1943, 23:3.

Fleysher, Maurice Henry; b. Ekaterinoslav, Jan 1 1898.
To US 1906. • BS, MS, PhD U PA. • Chemist, patent holder, Buffalo; active Sunday school; WWII service. • See: WWLAf, 1938.

Fliegel, Hyman Jacob; b. Amdur, Poland, Sep 16 1898; d. Miami, Apr 16 1973.
To NYC 1907. • BS CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, civic, communal & Zionist worker, NYC; principal Bd of Education community centers; natl officer Zionist Org of Am; pres Zibetz Choral Soc; officer Sons of Zion; bd TTS; WWII service. • See: AYB, 75:654; WWLAf, 1938; NTimes, Apr 17 1973, 44:4.
Fliegler, Leslie; b. NYC, Jan 27 1912; d. July 7 1968.
Cooper Union. • Artist, NYC. • See: WWWIA, 5.

BBA CCNY, MA, PhD NYU. • Psychologist, Akron; faculty Syracuse U, U Denver, Kent State; officer professional socs; military service. • See: WWWIA, 6; NTimes, July 18 1974, 382.

Fligelman, Julius; b. Minneapolis, Oct 22 1895.
Furniture mfr, Los Angeles; bd Young Peoples Heb Assn, League for Labor Palestine. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Fligelman, Sol; b. Minneapolis, July 26 1898.
U MN Law. • Lawyer, utility exec, Minneapolis; active Civic & Communal Assns, communal & Zionist concerns. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1938.

Flink, Salomon (Solomon); b. Neumarkt, Germany, Dec 22 1906.
To US 1927. • M Pol Sci U Berlin, MA, PhD Columbia. • Economist, Newark; faculty U Newark, Yeshiva Coll; contributing editor Jewish Forum; active Maccabee Assn; author in field & on Jewish issues. • See: WWWIA, 1938; BEOA.

To US 1941. • Academy of Fine Arts (Vienna). • Painter, NYC; faculty New School. • See: WWWIA, 7; NTimes, Oct 28 1977, II 2:1.

Flocks, Rubin H; b. NYC, May 7 1907; d. May 17 1975.
AB, MD Johns Hopkins. • Urologist, Iowa City; faculty U IA; officer professional socs; advisor Natl Research Council; author in field. • See: WWWIA, 6.

Florsheim, Otto; b. Aix-la-Chapelle, 1853; d. Switzerland, 1917.
Editor, music critic, composer; co-editor Musical Courier. • See: UJE.

NYU, Columbia. • Journalist, motion picture public relations officer, NYC; with Walter Reader Inc, Theatre Owners of Am; officer professional soc, WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 7.

Florsheimer, Joseph H; b. ca 1898; d. Brooklyn, Aug 12 1944.
Business exec; distinguished WWII service. • See: AJYB, 47:522; NTimes, Aug 15 1944, 172.

Flom, Samuel Louis; b. Lithuania, June 10 1901; d. Mar 10 1980.
To US 1906. • CE Lehig. • Steel co exec, Tampa; trustee University Community Hospital. • See: WWWIA, 7.

Northwick Coll (London). • Lawyer, New Orleans; pres Commercial League of Am; dir public schools. • See: WWWIA, 1.

Florea, Morris; b. Adjud, Bakan, Rumania, June 24 1877; d. NYC, reported Jan 24 1936.
Business exec, alderman, NYC; orgr Jewish War Veterans; exec com Am Jewish Cong; Spanish-Am & WWII service. • See: AJYB, 39:591; BEOA.

Florence, Fred Farrel; b. NYC, Nov 5 1891; d. Dallas, Dec 25 1960.
Banker, business exec, Dallas; officer Jewish Fedn of Social Service, Boy Scouts; dir Salvation Army, Art Assn, Chamber of Commerce; active communal fundraising; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 63:559; WWWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWWIA, 4; NTimes, Dec 26 1960, 23:6.

Florian, Walter (Moses?); b. NYC, ca 1870/1878; d. NYC, Apr 1909.

Florsheim, Harold Milton; b. Chicago, June 20 1899.
AB Cornell. • Shoe co exec, Chicago; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Cornell. • Mfr, shoe co exec, Chicago; bd Union of Am Heb Congregations; active Am Jewish Com, Assoc Jewish Charities; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 1938; WWWIA, 3; NTimes, Oct 19 1959, 29:2.

Armour Inst, BS MIT. • Exec, Chicago; officer Chicago Boys Club. • See: WWWIA, 1938; WWWIA, 4; NTimes, May 23 1964, 23:5.

Florsheim, Louis; b. Chicago, Mar 18 1874; d. Chicago, Oct 1955.

Florsheim, Milton S; b. ca 1868; d. Los Angeles, Dec 22 1936.
Shoe mfr, communal & philanthropic worker, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 39:591; NTimes, Oct 1936, 19:2 (will).

U Chicago. • Artist, biographer, Chicago; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 7.

Florsheim, Simon; b. ca 1963; d. Chicago, Dec 7 1971.

Philadelphia Museum School of Art. • Artist, Philadelphia; faculty Temple U; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 5.

Flowerman, Samuel H; b. NYC, May 2 1912; d. NYC, July 29 1958.
Psychologist, consult, NYC; faculty Postgrad Center for Psychotherapy, CCNY; active Am Jewish Com; author/editor in field. • See: AJYB, 61:416-17; NTimes, July 30 1958, 29:5.

Flugel, Maurice; b. Germany, 1832; d. Baltimore, Feb 9 1911.

Flugelman, Nathan; b. ca 1871; d. July 8 1939.
Textile exec, communal worker, philanthropist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 42:478; NTimes, July 9 1939, 312.

To US 1907. • BCS NYU, LLB Brooklyn Law. • Industrial engineer, investment management exec, lawyer, NYC; bd Am Type Founders (Elizabeth). • See: WWWIA, 4; NTimes, Oct 11 1962, 39:3.

Fogel, Frank; b. Kishinev, Sep 15 1900.
To US 1909. • LLB Temple U. • Lawyer, asst city solicitor, Philadelphia; pres YM-YWHA, B'nai B'rith; active Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWWIA, 1938; BEOA.

Fogel, Leo J; b. ca 1851; d. Cincinnati, Aug 16 1923.
Physician, civic worker, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 26:154.

To US 1921. • JSD Imperial U of Warsaw, PsychoNeurological Inst (St Petersburg), LLB Fordham. • Author, journalist, biographer, NYC, editor-in-chief Forward, pres Jewish Writers Union. • See: AJYB, 72:540; WWWIA, 1938.

Fogelman, Ray; b. Hotel, 1895; d. Honolulu, Mar 7 1966.

Fogelson, Samuel Julian; b. Passaic, Oct 27 1897.
BS U Chicago, MD Rush, MS Northwestern. • Physician, Chicago; faculty Northwestern; discover: treatment for ulcers; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Fols, Ferdinand (F) Julius; b. NYC, Mar 1 1884; d. Houston, Jan 19 1965.
Columbia; honorary degree. • Oil geologist, Palestine consult, philanthropist, NYC, Houston; with US Geological Survey; author in field. • See: UJE; WWWIA, 1926, 1928; BEOA; WWWIA, 4; NTimes, Jan 21 1965, 31:2.
Folk, Max Lyon; b. Zelva, Poland, Apr 1 1891. To Chicago 1911. • MD Loyola, post-grad U IL, U Vienna. • Ophthalmologist, Chicago; faculty U IL; WWI service. • See: WWL AJ, 1938.

Folkman, Jerome Daniel; b. Cleveland, Sep 25 1907. AB U Cincinnati, BHL, ordained Heeb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Grand Rapids; officer Zionist Org of Am; active Community Chest, Salvation Army. • See: WWL AJ, 1938; BEO AJ.

Follman, Matthew A; b. Muskegon, MI, ca 1884; d. May 26/27 1964. Business exec, Cincinnati; with Panama Canal Commr; pres US Playing Card. • See: BEO AJ.


Fomon, Samuel; b. Chicago, Jan 11 1886. PhD, MD U IL. • Physician, author, Chicago; faculty U IL; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWL IA, 7.


Fondiller, William; b. Ruditz, Russia, Dec 21 1885; d. May 1975. To NYC 1886. • BS CCNY, MA Columbia, MA Columbia School of Engineers. • Electrical engineer, NYC; with Bell Telephone; active professional assn; author in field. • See: WWL AJ, 1938; BEO AJ; NYTimes, May 16 1975, 405:5.


Forchheimer, Frederick; b. Cincinnati, 1853; d. Cincinnati, June 1 1913. Med Coll of OH, MD Columbia; honorary degree. • Pediatrician, internist, Cincinnati; faculty Med Coll of OH; officer natl med socs; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 15(1913-1914):270; WWL IA, 1.


Foreman, Edwin G Jr; b. Chicago, June 30 1898. Exec, mgr, Chicago; with RCA; earlier banker, advertising exec; WWII service. • See: WWL IA, 1938.


Foreman, Milton Jr; b. Chicago, Jan 26 1863; d. Chicago, Oct 16 1935. Chicago Coll of Law; honorary degree. • Lawyer, general, alderman, Chicago; mem State Liquor Commr; a fdr, natl officer Am Legion; Spanish-Ar War, Mexican border, WWI & IL Natl Guard service. • See: UJE; Eff, AJYB, 24:140, 38:427; WWL IA, 1926, 1928; BEO AJ; WWL IA, 1; NYTimes, Oct 17 1935, 234.

Foreman, Oscar G; b. ca 1864; d. Mar 6 1933. Banker, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 35:123; WWL IA, 1.

Foreman, Peter; b. Russia, 1863. Chemist, Trenton. • See: AJYB, 24:140.


Forer, Leib; b. Prusin, Russia, Sep 12 1879; d. Sep 1948. To US 1924. • Rabbi, Holyoke, MA; chr Heeb school com; mem Mizrachi. • See: WWL IA, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 18 1948, 17:5.


Forman, Celia Adler; b. NYC, Dec 8 1899; d. NYC, Feb 1 1979. Accress, author; co-fdr Yiddish Art Theatre. • See: AJYB, 81:366.


Forman, Max Leon; b. Albany, NY, Mar 6 1909. AB U PA, ordained JTS. • Rabbi, Philadelphia; author/radio broadcaster/lecturer on communal, Zionist & interfaith matters. • See: WWL IA, 1938.

Forman, Milton; b. Trenton, Mar 17 1902. Realtor, insurance broker, civic ldr, alderman, Williamsport, PA; dir Fedn of Jewish Charities; active Jewish Civic League, synagog. • See: WWL IA, 1938.

Forman, Phillip (Philip); b. NYC, Nov 30 1895; d. Trenton, Aug 17 1978. LLB Temple U. • Lawyer, US district court judge, asst US atty, communal ldr, Trenton; officer Jewish Fedn; WWI & natl guard service. • See: UJE; Eff; AJYB, 80:364; WWL IA, 1938; BEO AJ; WWL IA, 7.


Forst, Abraham; b. London? To US after 1782. • Merchant, shohet, Philadelphia; active Mason. • See: BDE AJ; AJYB, 19:45.

Forst, Leo B; b. Birmingham, AL, Jan 14 1884; d. 1952.

Fox, Irving; b. NYC, June 11 1909. BS, JD NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; natl officer Thanks to Scandinavia, Inc; active Beth Israel Hospital; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 8.

Fox, Jacob Logan; b. Springfield, IL, Nov 8 1889. PhB, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, Chicago; active synagog, cultural instns; Mexican border service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Fox, Julian; b.; d. LL, May 1972. CCNY, NYU. • Endodontist, NYC; faculty Albert Einstein Coll of Med; author in field. • See: NITimes, May 6 1972, 38:3.

Fox, Lawrence Moses; b. Streator, IL, Sep 1 1889. Merchandising exec, communal ldr, Atlanta; faculty Tulane (professor of epidemiology); bd Jewish Center, Jewish Old Age Home, Jewish Welfare Fund, Am Jewish Com. • See: WWWIA, 8.


Fox, Marvin; b. Cleveland; d. Los Angeles, Mar 1965. Carnegie Tech, PhD Columbia. • Nuclear scientist; with Atomic Energy Commn; arms control mgr Hughes Aircraft. • See: NITimes, Mar 22 1965, 33:3.

Fox, Marvin; b. Chicago, 1922. Northwestern, PhD U Chicago, Heb Theological Coll. • Philosopher, historian; faculty OH State, Brandeis; with Union of Jewish Philosophers; active Heb Day School Movement; author in field. • See: Ej:1973­1982.

Fox, Matthew; b. Racine, WI, Feb 4 1911; d. June 2 1964. Motion picture & television exec, NYC; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 4; NITimes, June 1 1943, 43:1.


Fox, Mortimer J; b. NYC, Oct 2 1874; d. Peckskill, NY, May 16 1948. CCNY, PhB Columbia. • Artist, landscape painter, architect, banker, NYC. • See: AYB,
Frank, Bruno


Fox, Moses; b. Hartford, ca 1851; d. Jan 13 1938.
Depmt store merchant, philanthropist, Hartford.

Fox, Mrs Louis; b.; d. Port Chester, NY, Oct 14 1933.
Communal worker, Port Chester, NY. • See: AJYB, 36:280.

Fox, Noah; b. Greenview, IL, Mar 22 1896.
BS U Chicago, MD Rush. • Ophthalmologist, Chicago; faculty U IL; author in field; WWI service.
• See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAf.

Fox, Samuel I; b. Saris, Hungary, Feb 26 1862.
Realtor, Lion Clothing Co pres, San Diego; Officer Merchants Assn, Boy Scouts, Community Chest, synagog.
• Motion picture exec, 23:1.

Fox, William A; b. Staten Island, Sep 13 1890.
BCS NYU, LLB NY Law, CPA. • Lawyer, police depty comm, NYC; faculty NY Law; active politics, Anti-Defamation League.

Fox, Abraham; b. Chicago, Apr 13 1871; d. Sep 17 1932.
Hotelman, Los Angeles. • See: WWLAJ, 1.

Fox, Abraham I; b. Russian Poland, May 12 1838.
Communal ldr, Chicago; pres Old Peoples Orthodox Home, synagog. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):57, 52:865.

Fox, Auguste Richard; b. Chicago, Oct 25 1882.
AB U ML; Stockbroker, Chicago; pres Jewish Childrens Welfare Soc. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

To US 1935. • U Heidelberg, PhD U Berlin; honorary degrees. • Physicist, Nobel laureate; specialty: formation of molecules, photosynthesis; faculty U Chicago, U Götingen, Johns Hopkins, U CA; co-developer atomic bomb; author in field; W WI German army service.
• See: EJ; AJYB, 66:575; WWLAJ, 1938; WWLAJ, 4; DAB, 7; NYTImes, May 22 1964, 35:1.

Franco, Robert; b. Milas, Smyrna, July 7 1890; d. before 1938.
To US 1912. • Internat Coll (American). • Importer, Sephardic communal worker, NYC; Turkish army service. • See: BDEAf.

Franco, Solomon; b.* First known Jew in North American colonies, given funds for passage to Holland (1649). • See: BDEAf.

Frank, Aaron; b. NYC, Aug 2 1903; d. Bronx, May 1955.
BCS NYU, LLB NY Law, CPA. • Lawyer, police depty comm, NYC; faculty NY Law; active politics, Anti-Defamation League.

Frank, Bertha Rayner (Mrs SMnuel Leon Frank); b. Baltimore, July 16 1847; d. NYC, Nov 22 1913.
Philanthropist; a fdr Daughters in Israel; active Federated Jewish Charities, Home for Jewish Working Girls.

Frank, Daniel 168

To US ca 1933. • PhD U Tübingen, U Strasbourg, U Munich. • Author, poet, novelist; "Storm over Patsy" (movie); WWI German army service. • See: AJYB, EJ, NYTimes, June 21 1945, 19-4.

Communal worker, Boston; pres synagog. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):57, 21-205.

Frank, Edgar K; b. ca 1874; d. July 13 1935.
Cotton converter, NYC; Spanish-American War service. • See: AJYB, 38:427.

AB Johns Hopkins, Cornell Law, LLB U MD. • Lawyer, supreme bench judge, civic ldr, Baltimore; mem Bd of School Commrs; faculty U MD; officer state bar assn; active Am Jewish Com, synagog. • See: UE; AJYB, 24:140; WWILAJ, 1926, 1928, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWILAJ, 3.

Frank, Eli Jr; b. Baltimore, Aug 29 1902.
BA Johns Hopkins, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, state court of appeals judge, Baltimore; mem Bd of School Commrs; officer bar assns; trustee Johns Hopkins. • See: WWILAJ, 8.

Frank, Emanuel George; b. Detroit, Dec 23 1884.
AB U MI. • Advertising exec, Detroit; active trade org. • See: WWILAJ, 1938.

Frank, Emil H; b. ca 1843; d. Brooklyn, June 21 1929.
Insurance broker, Brooklyn; Civil War service. • See: AJYB, 22:165; NYTimes, June 24 1919, 13-4.

Frank, Florence Kiper (Mrs Jerome Frank); b. Atchison, KS.
U Chicago. • Author, poet, NYC; contributor New Republic, Nation. • See: WWILAJ, 1938.

AB U Cincinnati, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Raleigh, NC, psychiatrist, CA. • See: WWILAJ, 1938.


Frank, Henriette Greenebaum (Mrs Henry L Frank); b. Chicago, 1854; d. Chicago, Mar 20 1922.
Active Natl Council of Jewish Women, Chicago. • See: PFAHS, 29:159-60.

Frank, Henry; b. Bavaria, ca 1834; d. NYC, Nov 2 1916.

Frank, Henry; b. Lafayette, IN, Dec 21 1854; d. before 1938.
Northwestern, Harvard. • Author, San Diego; earlier English literature professor Cornell Coll (IA); exec secy Am Civic Alliance; pres Science League of Am. • See: WWILAJ, 1926, 1928.

Frank, Henry L; b. Aufhausen, Württemberg, Dec 3 1839; d. Mar 26 1926.
Communal & civic welfare worker, Chicago; dir IL Humane Soc; pres Jewish Training School; dir Charity Org Soc, Relief & Aid Soc. • See: UE; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):57, 28:150.

Frank, Henry L; b. ca 1851; d. Butte, Sep 1908.

Frank, Herman; b. Białystok, Dec 18 1892; d. NYC, Aug 10 1952.
Clothier, civic ldr, charitable fundraiser, author, Los Angeles; pres Bd of Education; officer trade orgs; dir Chamber of Commerce. • See: AJYB, 44:336; BEOAJ, NYTimes, Aug 23 1941, 13-4.

Frank, Hoskar; b. Gomel, Moihilev, May 25 1858.
Mfr, business exec, philanthropic worker, Meriden, CT; officer Zionist Org of Am, synagog. • See: WWILAJ, 1928.

Frank, Hugo J; b. Savannah, Apr 12 1876.
Exec, Southern Wholesale Corp, Savannah. • See: WWILAJ, 1938.

CE Rensselaer Polytech. • Engineering exec, machinery mfr, Pittsburgh; pres Natl Founder Assn; trustee U Pittsburgh, Rensselaer Polytech; active Red Cross. • See: UE; AJYB, 33:126; WWILAJ, 1926, 1928; WWILAJ, 1.

Frank, Isaiah; b. NYC, Mar 3 1876; d. Queens, Sep 1940.
AB CCNY, MD NYU. • Physician, ophthalmologist, NYC; active synagog; author in field; Spanish-American War service. • See: WWILAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 15 1940, 49:1.

To US 1894. • Cantor, rabbi, NYC; a fdr Shomrin Soc; police dept chaplain. • See: AJYB, 68:525; NYTimes, Oct 31 1966, 35:5.

Frank, Jacob; b. Burlington, VT, July 30 1884.
BS, MS U VT. • Army officer, Burlington, VT; major US Quartermaster Corps. • See: AJYB, 24:140; WWILAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Frank, Jacob; b. NYC, Jan 30 1896.
CE Rensselaer Polytech. • Engineer, Newark; specialty: factory, hospital & railway construction. • See: WWILAJ, 1926.

Frank, Jacob II; b. ca 1866; d. Pittsburgh, Dec 9 1933.
Merchant, communal worker, Pittsburgh. • See: AJYB, 36:280.

Frank, James; b. Ogdensburg, NY, Aug 21 1873; d. NYC, Sep 18 1946.
AB Yale, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, communal ldr, NYC; pres Educational Alliance; officer real estate bds. • See: AJYB, 49:610; WWILAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 19 1946, 31:2.

Frank, Jerome New; b. NYC, Sep 10 1889; d. New Haven, Jan 13 1957.
PhB, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, US court of appeals judge, legal philosopher, author; chr Securitites & Exchange Com; with New Deal agencies; author in field. • See: UE; AJYB, 59:474; WWILAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWILAJ, 3; DAB, 6, NYTimes, Jan 14 1957, 23:1.

BS MIT. • Business exec, patent holder, Chicago; pres Jewish Charities; officer professional socs. • See: WWILAJ, 4.

Frank, Julie Lehmann (Mrs); b. ca 1853; d. Brooklyn, Dec 26 1932.
Philanthropic worker, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 35:123.

Frank, Julius; b. Ogdensburg, NY, July 18 1867; d. NYC, Feb 1956.
Eastman Business Coll (Poughkeepsie). • Dept store exec, civic ldr, mayor, Ogdensburg, NY; mem Bd of Education; officer Chamber of Commerce; chr Temporary Emergency Relief Adm; active trade assn. • See: WWILAJ, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Feb 13 1956, 27:3.

Frank, Julius; b. Vegesack, Bremen, Dec 26 1862/1866; d. 1929.
U Gottingen. • Rabbi, Reading, PA; dir Hunsane Soc; WWII government, Red Cross & communal service. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):55; WWILAJ, 1926; CCARYB.

Frank, Kathi (Katharina Frankl); b. Böising, near Presburg, Oct 11 1852.
In US 1903. • Austrian actress. • See: JE.

Food cos exec, Los Angeles; with Lawrys, Van de Camp. • See: WWILAJ, 5.

Frank, Lee Weiss (Mrs Victor H Frank); b. Newton Falls, OH; d. July 1967.
AB Swarthmore, Philadelphia Museum of Art. • Radio drama critic, painter, Philadelphia;
Frank, Victor Harry

Frank, Leo Max; b. Cuero, TX, 1884; d. Marietta, GA, 1915. Engineer, victim of anti-Semitic trial & lynching mob. See: UJE (sub Frank, Leo case of); EJ.


Frank, Louis J; b. Troy, ca 1879; d. NYC, June 5 1946. Hospital admr, NYC; supt, exec dir Beth Israel Hospital. See: AJYB, 49:610; NYTimes, June 7 1946, 202.


Frank, Maurice; b. Russia, ca 1883; d. NYC, Aug 16 1944. To US 1886. Opera impresario, opera & music dir, actor; with Chicago Opera Co. See: AJYB, 47:522; NYTimes, Aug 17 1944, 17:2.


Frank, Mortimer; b. Buffalo, 1874; d. Chicago, 1919.


Frank, Nathaniel Herman; b. Boston, Mar 18 1883; d. Feb 19 1984. ScD MIT. Physicist; faculty MIT; author/editor in field. See: WWLAJ, 8.


Frank, Victor Harry; b. Philadelphia, Apr 26 1900. DDS U PA. Exodontist, Philadelphia; faculty U PA; officer dental corps; active Big Bros, Neighborhood Center. See: WWLAJ, 1938.
AB, MA Yale; honorary degrees. • Novelist, critic, philosopher; editor Seven Arts, The New Republic, New Masses; conscientious objector WWI. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 24:141, 69:606; W WIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWIA, 4; DAB, 8; NTimes, Jan 10 1967, 43:1.

AB Columbia, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, civic ldr, NYC; ch NY Civic Conf; officer Pioneer Youth of Am, Nat Consumers League; active Citizens Union, Am Civil Liberties Union, professional assn. • See: WWIA, 1926; WWWIA, 5, 7; NTimes, Dec 29 1969, 29:1.

Frank, William K; b. Pittsburgh, Apr 27 1890; d. LL, Nov 1964.

Frank, Aaron Hirsch; b. ca 1862; d. NYC, Oct 31 1904.
Writer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):216.

BA U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, NYC, Champaign, IL; natr dir B’nai B’rith Hillel Found; frd, dir first Hillel Found (U LD). • See: AJYB, 30:79; W WIA, 1926.

AB, LLB U PA. • Lawyer, Philadelphia; bd Orchestra Assn; trustee U PA; active Fedn of Jewish Agencies; WWI service. • See: WWWIA, 5.

Frankel, Charles; b. NYC, Dec 13 1917; d. May 10 1979.
AB, PhD Columbia, Cornell; honorary degrees. • Educator, consult, author; faculty Columbia, Old Dominion; pres Nat Humanities Center; US delegation chr UNESCO. • See: WWWIA, 7; NTimes, May 16 1979.

Frankel, David; b. ca 1865; d. NYC, Oct 14 1932.
Rabbi, NYC. • See: AJYB, 35:123.

Frankel, David I; b. ca 1886; d. Boston, Jan 24 1932.
Profesor, Boston U School of Med. • See: AJYB, 34:110.

Frankel, Edward M; b. Newark, Feb 26 1893; d. Nov 1953.
BS CCNY, PhD Yale. • Chemical technologist; chemist, patent holder; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1928; NTimes, Nov 20 1953, 24:3; correction Nov 21 1953, 13:1.

Frankel, Emil; b. Vienna, Aug 29 1886; d. Apr 23 1916.
To US 1905. • NY School of Social Work. • Statistician; with NJ state agencies; author/editor in field. • See: WWWIA, 4.

Frankel, George; b. NYC; d. Greenwich, CT, Apr 1971.
Ostman, philanthropist; a frd Albert Einstein Coll of Med, Natl Cutaneous Fibrosis Found; dir Training School for Retarded Children. • See: NTimes, Apr 8 1971, 44:1.

Frankel, Harry; b. Sep 21 1872.
City official, alderman, Peoria; mem Bd of Supervisors, Zoning Commn; active Republican politics. • See: WWIA, 1928.

Business exec, economist, org exec; bd Weizmann Inst, Israel Bond Org; dir Israel Investment Corp, Industrial Development Bank; a frd Mt Sinai Med Center (Miami). • See: AJYB, 76:513; NTimes, Nov 6 1974, 48:3.

Frankel, Hiram D; b. Mayfield, OH, Nov 23 1882; d. 1931.
LLB, LLM U MN. • Lawyer, MN asst atty general, community ldr, St Paul, Chicago; mem MN Bd of Regents; pres Mt Zion, Jewish Home for the Aged, B’nai B’rith; brfr St Paul Daily News; natl guard service. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 69:606.

Frankel, Jacob; b. Shavli, Lithuania, Dec 10 1884; d. NYC, July 22 1967.
To US 1939. • Industrialist, ORT ldr; frd, pres Friends of ORT; officer World ORT Union; bd Am ORT. • See: AJYB, 69:606.

BS, MD Temple U. • Hospital admr, Chicago; faculty U Chicago, Abraham Lincoln School of Med; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 6.

Frankel, Joseph J; b. Przeroski, Poland, Nov 30 1873.
To US as youth. • Merchant, communal worker, philanthropist, Centerville, IA; officer Chamber of Commerce, synagog. • See: BEOAJ.

BS, PhD U PA. • Insurance exec, pioneer of social insurance, humanitarian, civic, communal, charity & social work exec; Philadelphia, NYC; faculty U PA; bd Joint Distribution Com; exec com Jewish Inst of Religion. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):58-59, 24:141, 34:110,121-40; W WIAJ, 1926, 1928; WWWIA, 1; NTimes, July 26 1931, 18:1.

Frankel, Mordecai David; b. ca 1872; d. Saratoga Springs, Aug 17 1930.
Hasidic rabbi, NYC. • See: AJYB, 33:126.

Frankel, Morse M; b. May 14 1884.
BA CCNY. • Journalist, NYC; editor The Mediator, The Food Administrator; org trd assns; active Kehillah, civic affairs. • See: WWIA, 1928.


Frankel, Philip; b. Cleveland, Feb 27 1885.
Cleveland Law. • Lawyer, car agency exec, Cleveland. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Frankel, Rudolf; b. Neisse, Germany, June 14 1901; d. Apr 1974.

Frankel, S W; b. ca 1876; d. NYC, Oct 22 1915.
Publisher, NYC; orgr, dir Rockefeller Center Fine Arts Exposition See: AJYB, 38:428.

Frankel, Sadye Gorchov (Mrs Henry II Frankel); b. Philadelphia, July 4 1890; d. Dallas, Apr 23 1952.
Graz. • Natl Zionist ldr, Philadelphia; a frd Hadassah, Young Daughters of Zion, Young Judae; natl exec bd Zionist Org of Am. • See: AJYB, 54:539; WWWIA, 1926.

Frankel, Samuel Benjamin; b. Cincinnati, 1905.
US Naval Academy. • Naval officer, rear admiral, naval attaché; specialty: naval intelligence; chief of staff Defense Intelligence Agency; dir naval intelligence school. • See: EF.

Frankel, Samuel H; b. Bethlehem, PA, Aug 17 1893.
Cancy co pres, Bethlehem, PA; orgr YMIA; officer trade assn; dir Community Center; WWI service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Frankel, Sidney H; b. NYC, Sep 2 1899; d. NYC, Dec 1965.
Mfr, philanthropist, NYC; a frd, officer Young Mens Philanthropic League, Camp Sussex. • See: AJYB, 67:535; NTimes, Dec 7 1965, 47:3.

Frankel, Siegel Charles; b. Uniontown, KY, Sep 10 1880.
MD U Louisville. • Physician, Louisville; faculty U Louisville; advisor Family Service Org. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Frankel, William V; b. NYC, Sep 3 1903; d. Providence, June 30 1972.
Columbia. • Communications & service corp exec; prs Warner Communications; benefactor Jewish Education Center (Elizabeth); active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Red Cross, UN Day, Am Jewish Com. • See: AJYB, 74:555; WWWIA, 5; NTimes, July 1 1972, 24:1.

Franken, Peter Allen; b.; d. Boston, June 1972.

Franken, Rose; b. Dallas.
Novelist, playwright; Claudia. • See: UJE.
Franken, Sigmund W A; b. ca 1888; d. NYC, Dec 13 1933. Dental surgeon, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:280.

Frankenberg, Benjamin; b. ca 1835; d. Toledo, May 14 1911. Communal worker, Toledo. • See: AJYB, 13(1911-1912):138.

Frankenberger, Max; b. Charleston, W VA, Feb 20 1879. Clothing merchant, Charleston, W VA; dir Red Cross, Educational Center; active synagogue. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Frankenstein, Helen; b. Chicago, Aug 31 1883. Communal Idr, Chicago; officer Natl Council of Jewish Women, synagogue, Sisterhood; dir Jewish Home Finding Soc. • See: WWLAJ.

Frankenstein, William B; b. Chicago, Apr 15 1874. Realtor, Chicago; dir Michael Reese Hospital, synagogue. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.


Frankenthaler, Alfred; b. NYC, Sep 24 1881; d. NYC, Jan 7 1940. BA CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, state supreme court justice, court referee, NYC; active NY Real Estate Bd. • See: UJE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):94, 42:478; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Frankenthaler, George; b. NYC, Aug 14 1886; d. NYC, May 10 1968. CCNY, LLB Columbia. • NY supreme court justice; natl bd Am ORT; officer Jewish Welfare Bd, YM-YWHA; mem Jewish Conciliation Bd. • See: AJYB, 70:520; NYTimes, May 13 1968.


Frankl, Oscar Benjamin; b. Kremsier, Moravia, Jan 18 1881; d. NYC, Dec 17 1955. To US 1939/1940. • U Vienna. • Philologist, broadcaster, tchr, author, NYC; internat authority on broadcasting; with Columbia, Rand School for Social Science. • See: EF (sub Frankl-Grunen); AJYB, 58:476; NYTimes, Dec 19 1955, 27:3.

Frankl, Paul; b. Prague, Apr 22 1878; d. Princeton, Jan 30 1962. To US 1938. • Art historian; mem Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); author in field. • See: AJYB, 64-493; NYTimes, Jan 31 1962, 31:2.

Frankl, Paul Theodore; b. Vienna, Oct 14 1886; d. Mar 21 1958. To US 1914. • U Vienna, U Berlin, art schools. • Designer, gallery owner, psychiatrist, author, concentration camp survivor; fdr logotherapy. • See: EF.

Frankl, Victor E; b. 1905. Psychiatrist, author, concentration camp survivor; fdr logotherapy. • See: EF.

Frankle, Henry; b. ca 1842; d. Denver, Jan 4 1929. A fdr, pres Natl Jewish Hospital, Denver. • See: AJYB, 31:92.

Franklin, Abraham Mayer; b. Vilna, Oct 8 1861/1862/1863; d. Buffalo, Nov 3 1932. To Buffalo 1901. • Rabbi, communal Idr, Buffalo. • See: AJYB, 35:123; Eisenstadt, 82-83; Gottlieb, 295-96.


Franklin, Benjamin; b. NYC, Sep 8 1862. LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, NYC. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Franklin, Edward Claus; b. Berlin, Apr 14 1928. To US ca 1939. • BS Harvard, MD NYU. • Physician; faculty NYU; advisor Natl Inst of Health, Am Heart Assn; author in field; military service. • See: WWLAJ, 4.

Franklin, Fabian; b. Eger, Hungary, Jan 18 1853; d. NYC, Jan 1939. To US ca 1857. • Phd Columbia U (George Washington), Phd Johns Hopkins; honorary degree. • Civil engineer, mathematician, surveyor, journalist, Baltimore, NYC; faculty Johns Hopkins; editor Baltimore News, NY Evening Post; author in field & on current topics. • See: JE, UJE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):95, 24:141, 41:421; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWLAJ, 1; DAB, 2; NYTimes, Jan 9 1939, 153.


Franklin, Leo Morris; b. Cambridge City, IN, Mar 5 1870; d. Detroit, Aug 8 1948. BA, LLB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll, post-grad U MI; honorary degrees. • Rabbi, author, Detroit; a fdr Round Table of Catholics, Jews & Protestants, Jewish Welfare Fedn; pres Central Conf of Am Rabbis, Public Library; bU Union of Am Heb Congregations; dir World Union for Progressive Judaism; mem Am Council for Judaism. • See: UJE, EF, AJYB, 3(1903-1904):55, 24:141, 51:521; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWLAJ, 2; NYTimes, Aug 9 1948, 19:1.

Franklin, Lumley; b. Liverpool, 1812; d. San Francisco, 1873. Mayor, Victoria, BC. • See: UJE (sub Franklin, Selim); EF (sub Franklin, Selim).
Franklin, Selim. b. Liverpool, 1814; d. San Francisco, 1883. Canadian legislator, realtor, businessman, Chamber of Commerce orgr, San Francisco. • See: UJE, EJ.


Franklin, W S; b. *; d. Santa Barbara, 1945/1946. MD Cooper Med Coll. • Ophthalmologist, coll professor, San Francisco; active Republican politics. • See: AYB, 24:141; NYTIR, Jan 3 1946, 19:3.

Franko, Anna Braga (Anna Braga) (Mrs Nahman Franko); b. ca 1865; d. Sep 11 1938. Actress, NYC. • See: AYB, 41:422; NYTIR, Sep 13 1938, 23:4.

Franko, Jeanne (Jeanne) (Mrs Hugo Kraemer); b. New Orleans, Feb 8 1868; d. NYC, Dec 3 1940. Violin virtuoso, professor of music, New Orleans. • See: AYB, 6(1904-1905):95, 24:141, 43:357; NYTIR, Dec 4 1940, 27:3.


Franko, Abigail (Billah Abigail Levy Franks) (Mrs Jacob Franks); b. London, Nov 26 1696; d. NYC, May 16 1756/1765. Well-known eighteenth century letter writer, NYC. • See: BDEA (sub Levy, Billah Abigail).


Franko, Benjamin; b. Barbados, ca 1649; d. ca 1716. To US ca 1696/1700. • See: EJ (sub Franks); BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 31:229-34.


Frank, Benjamin Henry (Naphtali Benjamin); b.; d. Dec 1758. Shopkeeper, Mt Holly, NJ. • See: PAHS, 25:125-27.

Frank, Isaac; b. NYC, May 27 1759; d. Philadelphia, Mar 4 1822. Revolutionary War soldier, public official, land speculator, PA. • See: JE (sub Franks); UJE (sub Franks); BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 5:7-34, 10:168-70.

Frank, Jacob; b. Germany, 1688; d. NYC, Jan 16 1769. To America ca 1710. • Merchant-shipper, communal ldr, NYC; pres Shearith Israel. • See: JE (sub Franks); EJ (sub Franks); BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 25:75-80, 26:260-66.

Frank, Jacob; b. England, ca 1676; d. ca 1823. Merchant, civic ldr, land owner, developer, Green Bay, WI; War of 1812 service. • See: UJE (sub Franks); EJ; PÃ©HÃ©S, 9:151-52.

Frank, Michael; b.* Private, French & Indian War; Jew? • See: JE (sub Franks).

Frank, Moses; b. NYC, Jan 1 1718; d. London, Apr 2 1789. In America by 1738. • Army supplier, land speculator; supplied British forces during French & Indian War. • See: UJE (sub Franks); BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 1:56,71, 2:92, 9:33, 18:213.

Frank, Moses; b. 1743; d. before 1812. U PA. • Army supplier, land speculator, Tory, Bahamian atty general. • See: BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 9:33, 18:213, 19:107,120.

Frank, Naphtali (Hart); b. NYC, July 1 1715; d. England, Oct 31 1796. To England 1737. • Prominent merchant-shipper, army purveyor; active communal & civic affairs; married a Christian. • See: BDEA.

Frank, Phila; b. June 19 1722. Loyalist during Revolutionary War. • See: BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 1:103.

Frank, Rebecca (Mrs Henry Johnson); b. Philadelphia, 1760; d. Bath, England, Feb 13 1823. Philadelphia socialite, ardent Tory, author, letter writer, Anglican. • See: JE (sub Franks); UJE (sub Franks); BDEA; PÃ©HÃ©S, 11:184-86; NAV.

Frant, Samuel; b. Newport, June 8 1898; d. July 30 1961. AB, MD, MS Columbia, LLB NYU (honorary degree). • Public health admr, NYC; with Dept of Health; faculty Columbia; officer med socs. • See: WWLIA, 4; NYTIR, July 31 1961, 193.


Frazzle, Abraham Norman; b. NYC, July 19 1901; d. NYC, Oct 28 1982. BS CCNY, PhD Columbia, MD U Cincinnati, JTS Tchrs Inst; honorary degrees. • Psychiatrist, educator, Cincinnati; specialty: Jewish education; fdr, principal Heb Union Coll School for Tchrs (NYC); active Union of Am Heb Congregations; consult Office of Surgeon General; author in field, on Jewish subjects. • See: UJE, EJ, AYB, 84:332; WWLIA, 1928, 1938; WWLIA, 8; NYTIR, Oct 29 1982.

Fraenthul, Henry William; b. Wilkes-Barre, 1862; d. NYC, Mar 11 1927. Letch, MD Bellevue. • Pioneer orthopedic surgeon, communal worker, NYC; co-fdr Hospital for Joint Diseases; donor scholarships; author in field. • See: UJE, AYB, 24:141, 29:117; WWLIA, 1926.

Fraenthul, Herman C; b. Wilkes-Barre, ca 1867; d. NYC, Aug 1942. Orthopedic surgeon, NYC; co-fdr Hospital for Joint Diseases. • See: AYB, 24:141, 45:385; NYTIR, Aug 24 1942, 15:3.

Fraenthal, Joseph; b. Louisville, Mar 30 1858. Banker, merchant, civic ldr, Conway, AR; mem City Council; pres School Bd, Chamber of Commerce; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLIA, 1928.

Fraenthal, Marian (Mrs David Sloane); b. NYC, Nov 1904; d. Harmon, NY, Sep 1940. AB Smith, MD Bellevue. • Orthopedic surgeon, NYC; supporter, staff Hospital for Joint Diseases. • See: WWLIA, 1938; NYTIR, Sep 24 1940, 23:4.

Fraenthal (Fronthall, Frankenthal, Falrehntal), Max; b. Marienthal, Bavaria, 1836. To US 1851. • Confederate soldier, distinguished for bravery, Conway, AR. • See: EJ; UJE.

Fraenthal, Mrs Herman C; b. ca 1873; d. NYC, Dec 23 1933. Communal worker, NYC. • See: AYB, 36:280.

Frazon (Frazier), Joseph; b. Brazil?; d. Feb 4 1703/1704. To US 1697. • Shipowner, landowner, Boston, Charleston, MA; resisted attempts of Cotton Mather to convert him. • See: UJE (sub Boston); BDEA.


Fredenthal, David; b. Detroit, Apr 28 1914; d. Nov 13 1958. Artist, author, NYC; war correspondent. • See: WWII, 3.


Freed, Joseph David Roth; b. NYC, Oct 18 1897; d. NYC, Apr 18 1941. BS CCNY. • Pioneer developer/mfr radio receiving sets, NYC; author in field; reserve service. • See: AJYB, 43:357; WWI AJ, 1926, 1928; BEAOAJ, NYTimes, Apr 19 1941, 15:1.


Freed, Meyer Lifschutz; b. Haimanas, Russia, Aug 5 1896. To US 1904. • BS Brooklyn Polytech. • Consult chemist, Seymour, CT; dir Jewish Community Center; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 1938; 40:J84; AJYB, 63:559; WWI AJ, 1926, 1928; BEAOAJ, NYTimes, Dec 7 1915, 13:5.

Freedman, David; b. Botosani, Rumania, Apr 26 1898; d. NYC, Dec 8 1936. To US ca 1899. • BS CCNY, MA Columbia. • Comedy writer, author, biographer, NYC; known for Mendel Marantz stories. • See: AJYB, 39:591; WWI AJ, 1926, 1928; NYTimes, Dec 9 1936, 362.


Freedlander, Arthur R; b. NYC, ca 1875; d. NYC, June 1940. NYC, Beaux Arts (Paris). • Artist, portraitist, NYC; fdr professional org; dir Marthas Vineyard Art School; Protestant burial. • See: AJYB, 24:141; WWI AJ, 1938; NYTimes, June 26 1940, 23:6.


Freedlander, Samuel Oscar; b. Wooster, OH, July 30 1893. AB, MD Western Reserve, post-grad Vienna.
 Dannemora, NY; with state prison system; WWI service.  • See: WWLA, 1938; BEOAJ.

 Freedman, Henry; b. ca 1865; d. Cincinnati, Dec 22 1936.  
 Communal worker, Cincinnati.  • See: AJYB, 39:591.

 Freedman, Isabella; b. NYC, 1863; d. NYC, May 25 1927.  
 Communal & social worker, NYC; fdr Jewish Working Girls Section of Emanu-El Sisterhood; dir Inwood House.  • See: AJYB, 30:80; WWLA, 1926.

 Freedman, Israel (pen name=Israel the Yankee); b. Botosani, Romania, Apr 11 1878; d. Fallsburg, NY, Mar 18 1934.  
 To US 1900.  • Yiddish journalist, author, actor, NYC.  • See: AJYB, 36:280; WWLA, 1928.

 Freedman, Jacob; b. Radjisok, Russia, Dec 18 1903.  
 To US 1904.  • Harvard, AB, MA Columbia, ordained JT.  • Rabbi, translator, Niagara Falls, NY.  • See: WWLA, 1938.

 Freedman, Jacob Arthur; b. Dembica, Austria, Mar 28 1886; d. Brooklyn, Apr 1955.  
 Lawyer, Brooklyn, NYC; specialty: real estate law; dir Am ORT, Jewish Family Service; active Republican & Fusion politics, communal affairs, Chamber of Commerce, bar assn.  • See: WWLA, 1926; NYTimes, Apr 14 1955, 29:3.

 Freedman, Leo; b. Hungary, Jan 15 1884.  
 To US 1899.  • Columbia, NYU, BS, B Ed Columbia.  • Educator, author, Los Angeles; fdr, pres Beverly School for Boys, Rhodes Prep School (NYC).  • See: WWLA, 1928, BEOAJ; WWLA, 7.

 Freedman, Louis; b. New Haven, Jan 28 1894.  
 PhD, MS Yale, PhD Columbia.  • Biochemist, research chemist, NYC; with US Vitamin Corp; author in field; WWI government work.  • See: WWLA, 1928, 1938.

 Freedman, Louis Mark; b. Boston, Aug 16 1880.  
 AB, MD Harvard.  • Ear, nose, throat surgeon, Boston; author in field.  • See: WWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938.

 CCNY, DDS NYU.  • Dentist, NYC; faculty NYU; mem Protestant Welfare Council, Am Jewish Com, Am Jewish Cong.  • See: WWLA, 6, NYTimes, Feb 24 1973, 32:2.


 Freedman, Nathan Nahum; b. ca 1851; d. Chicago, June 19 1945.  
 To US ca 1880.  • Rabbi, talmudic scholar, Chicago.  • See: AJYB, 48:489.

 Freedman, Nathan Older; b. Hartford, June 13 1919.  
 LLB Boston U, MA CA Assoc Colls.  • Lawyer, Hartford, Los Angeles; faculty Southwestern U.  • See: WWLA, 1938.

 Freedman, Rosina Mandelberg (Mrs Edward S Freedman); b. Omaha, Oct 12 1890.  

 Freedman, Samuel Aaron; b. Minsk, Sep 26 1863.  
 Warsaw Conservatory.  • Cantor, St Louis; author on music.  • See: AJYB, 5 (1903-1904):55.

 Freedman, Zachary Leo; b. Kaminitz Litovksy, Russia, Dec 5 1883; d. Bronx, Aug 8 1955.  

 Freehof, Mortimer Edgar; b. Brooklyn, May 6 1893.  
 Columbia.  • Architect, NYC; active syndog; WWI service.  • See: WWLA, 1928, 1938.

 Freehof, Solomon Bennett; b. London, Aug 8 1892.  
 To US 1903.  • AB U Cincinnati, ordained, DD Hebrew Union Coll.  • Rabbi, authority on responsa, author, Chicago, Pittsburgh; faculty Hebrew Union Coll; active Central Conf of Am Rabbis; WWI chaplain.  • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 24:142; WWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

 Freeman, Aaron; b. Baltimore, Sep 24 1902.  
 B Eng Johns Hopkins, LLB U MD.  • Employment supervisor, Baltimore; with telephone co.  • See: WWLA, 1938.


 Freeman, Harry; b. NYC, Mar 2 1906; d. Jan 14 1978.  
 AB Cornell, Columbia.  • Journalist, NYC; assst mgr, editor Am Bureau; officer professional soc.  • See: WWIA, 7; NTimes, Jan 15 1978, 281.

 Freeman, Ira Maximilian; b. Chicago, Aug 15 1905.  
 BS, MS, PhD U Chicago.  • Physicist, Chicago; faculty U Chicago; author/translator in field.  • See: WWLA, 1938; BEOAJ.

 Freeman, Joseph; b. Poltava province, Ukraine, Oct 7 1897; d. NYC, Aug 9 1965.  
 To US 1904.  • AB Columbia.  • Radical journalist, publicist, novelist, poet, Socialist, Communist; editorial staff The Liberator, New Masses; correspondent for Tass; autobiography.  • See: UJE; EF; WWLA, 4; DAB, 7; NYTimes, Aug 11 1965, 35:1.

 Crane Coll, Chicago Art Inst.  • Business exec, architect; natl communal ldr, Indianapolis; natl officer United Synagogue of Am; pres Council of Jewish Fedns & Welfare Funds; officer Jewish Welfare Fedn; WWI service.  • See: WWLA, 7.

 Freeman, Leo; see Freedman, Leo.

 Freeman, Martin; b. Wilkes-Barre, Sep 24 1873.  
 Realtor, communal worker, Wilkes-Barre; pres Businessmens Asstn, B'nai B'rith; active Jewish Orphan Home, Natl Farm School.  • See: WWLA, 1928.

 Freeman, Moses; b. ca 1859; d. Philadelphia, June 1 1937.  

 Freexer, Jacob; b. ca 1870; d. NYC, Nov 10 1936.  
 Merchant, communal worker, NYC.  • See: AJYB, 39:591.

 Freexer, Rose F (Mrs); b. ca 1877; d. NYC, Aug 30 1938.  
 Communal ldr, NYC; pres Harlem Hebrew Day & Night Nursery; officer Deborah Tubercular Sanitarium.  • See: AJYB, 41:422; NYTimes, Aug 31 1938, 15:4.


 To US 1865.  • Distiller, real estate broker, communal worker, Cincinnati.  • See: AJYB, 28:150; NTimes, Oct 6 1925, 27:5.

 Freiberg, Albert Henry; b. Cincinnati, Aug 17 1868; d. Cincinnati, July 14 1940.  
 MD U Cincinnati, post-grad abroad; honorary degree.  • Orthopedic surgeon; faculty U Cincinnati; pres State Med Assn; bd Heb Union Coll; WWI service.  • See: UJE; EF (sub Freiberg).  • AJYB, 6(1904-1905):90, 2:4;142, 43:357; WWLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWLA, 1.

 Freiberg, Bernhard (Bernard); b. ca 1850; d. Cincinnati, Nov 24 1938.  
 Distiller, communal worker, Cincinnati.  • See: AJYB, 41:422; NTimes, Nov 25 1938, 23:5.

 Freiberg, Harry Abraham; b. Cincinnati, July 13 1878.  
 AB Harvard.  • Mfr, civic worker, Cincinnati; a fdr City Charter Commn, Big Bros; officer
trade assns, Newsboys Protective Assn, Community Chest. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Freiberger, Joseph Albert; b. Cincinnati, Oct 3 1898; d. May 1973. AB Harvard, MA, MD U Cincinnati. • Orthopedic surgeon, consult, Cincinnati; faculty U Cincinnati; officer med socs. • See: EJ (sub Freiberger); WWIAJ, 1938; WWFLA, 6; NTimes, May 3 1973, 463.

Freiberger, Julius; b. Neu Leiningen, Rheinpfalz, Mar 1 1823; d. Cincinnati, Dec 7/14 1905. AB Western Reserve, LLB Baldwin-Wallace; honorary degrees. • Banker, Cleveland; pres Goodrich Social Settlement House; officer Chamber of Commerce; bd Jewish Charities. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1938; BEOAJ; WWFLA, 5.

Freid, Sara Sokolsky (Mrs Alexander Freid); b. Korytki, Poland. To US 1916. • Royal Academy of Music, Sorbonne. • Pianist, organist, tchr, NYC; author in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.


Freidus, Abraham Solomon; b. Riga, May 1 1867; d. Oct 2 1932. To US 1889. • Pratt, General Theology Seminary. • Librarian, bibliographer, inventor classification system for Jewish literature, NYC; with Public Library; active Palestine settlement. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):96, 24:142, 26:154; Eisenstadt, 81-82; PAJHS, 29:163-65; NTimes, Oct 4 1923, 23:3.


Freicfeld, Samuel; b. New Bedford, MA; Mar 14 1903. AB, JD OH State. • Lawyer, US Commr Southern District of OH, Steubenville, OH. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Freilich, Ellis Benjamin; b. Chicago, Jan 17 1891. MD U IL. • Internist, Chicago; officer Tubercular Soc, Mt Sinai. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Freimann, Aron (Aaron); b. Filehne, Posen, Aug 5 1871; d. NYC, June 6 1948. To US 1933/1938. • PhD U Berlin. • Bibliographer, Jewish historian, author; with Am Academy for Jewish Research, Frankfurt & NYC public libraries; faculty Yeshiva Coll; active communal & educational instns. • See: JE; EJ; UJE; AJYB, 81:521-523; NTimes, June 7 1948, 19:5.

Frenkel, Clara Freiburg (Mrs Jonas Frenkel); b. ca 1868; d. Cincinnati, Aug 17 1937. Natl communal ldr, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 40:384; NTimes, Aug 19 1937, 19:5.

Frenkel, Emil; b. Nordhausen-am-Harz, Germany, ca 1855; d. NYC, Dec 12 1934. U Berlin, U Heidelberg. • Insurance broker, communal worker, NYC; active synagog, Heb Orphan Asylum. • See: AJYB, 37:256; WWIAJ, 1928.

Frenkel-Brunswik, Else (Mrs Egon Frenkel); b. Brentwood, NY, Jan 30 1908; d. Mar 31 1958. To US 1938. • Psychologist, psychoanalyst; mem Viena Circle; specialty: prejudice; faculty U Vienna, U CA (Berkeley); author in field. • See: NAW: modern.

Frentz, William; b. ca 1890; d. Louisville, June 17 1939. Business exec, communal worker, Louisville. • See: AJYB, 41:422.

Freschel, Max Alexander; b. Milwaukee, Aug 16 1887. U MI, New Bedford (MA) Textile School. • Hosiyeti mfr, Milwaukee; exec com Natl Jewish Hospital; active Orchestral Assn; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Freud, Jerome Sittig; b. Detroit, July 2 1890. 
JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, Detroit. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

To US 1907. • LLB Washington (DC) Coll of Law. • Lawyer, Washington DC; specialty: insurance law; faculty Washington Coll of Law; pres Zionist Org of Am; WWI service. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Freudberg, Rose Ruth (Mrs Leopold V Freudberg); b. Paterson, Nov 9 1900; d. Washington DC, Nov 5 1975. 
Paterson Tchrs Training School, NYU, Columbia, Hill School of Art (Washington DC). • Communal worker, Washington DC; pres Hadassah; officer Am Friends of Heb U; active United Palestine Appeal fundraising. • See: 
AJYB, 77:594; 
WWIAJ, 1938.

To US 1947. • CE, MSc, DSc Prague Technical Hochschule. • Engineer, Washington DC; faculty Haifa Technion, U IL, Columbia, George Washington; author in field. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Freudenthal, Alice L (Mrs Wolff Freudenthal); b. ca 1865; d. NYC, Aug 21 1938. 
Communal & civic worker, pioneer in PTA movement, NYC; org Jewish Working Girls Vacation Soc; active Womens Internat League for Peace & Freedom, synagog. • See: 
AJYB, 41:422; 
NYTimes, Aug 22 1938, 135.

Freudenthal, Joseph b. Geisa, Germany, Mar 1 1903; d. NYC, May 5 1964. 
To US 1916. • Music publisher, composer; active Jewish Liturgical Cantors Assembly, music socs. • See: 
AJYB, 66:575; 
NYTimes, May 6 1964, 47:3.

Freudenthal, Joseph; b. ca 1845; d. Chicago, June 28 1915. 
Mfr, Chicago. • See: 

Freudenthal, L; b. *; d. Trinidad, CO, July 26 1939. 
Rabbi, Trinidad, CO. • See: 
AJYB, 19(1917-1918):265.

Freudenthal, Louis Edwin; b. Las Cruces, NM, June 18 1895. 
BS Cornell. • Farmer, farming exec, Las Cruces, NM; officer professional orgs; dir Am Farm Bureau Fedn. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Merchant, silver miner, civic ldr; county commr, El Paso; a flr synagog; active Mason. • See: 
PAYS, 57:333-435.

Freudenthal, Samuel S; b. Siegelsbach, Baden, Dec 13 1841; d. Baltimore, June 1 1910. 
Communal org exec, Baltimore; supt Heb Orphan Asylum. • See: 

Freudenthal, Wolfb; hohensalza, Germany/Chrostowo, Posen, Jan 5 1858; d. NYC, May 6 1929. 
U Breslau, U Leipzig, Berlin, MD U Freiberg. • Ear, nose & throat specialist, laryngologist, NYC; flr Physicians Home, Inc. • See: 
AJYB, 6(1904-1905):96-97, 24:142, 32:154; 
WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.

Motion picture exec, Chicago; earlier Milwaukee. • See: 
WWIAJ, 3.

Freulich, Henry; b. NYC, Apr 14 1906. 
Cameraman, photographer, Hollywood, CA; dir Columbia Pictures. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Communal ldr. Detroit regional officer B'nai B'rith; dir Jewish Orphan Asylum (Cleveland); active Union of Am Hebrew Congregations. • See: 

Freund, Arthur J; b. St Louis, Apr 17 1891. 
AB, LLB Washington U (St Louis); Lawyer, civic worker, St Louis; mem Bd of Police Commrs, Bd of Election Commrs; officer bar assm, YMHA. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Freund, Charles Joseph; b. NYC, Aug 12 1875; d. Columbus, OH, Apr 1949. 
BS CCNY, BL U Cincinnati, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Columbus, OH; assoc with State Industrial Commn. • See: 
AJYB, 5(1903-1904):65, 7(1905-1906):121; 
NYTimes, Apr 15 1949, 23:2.

Freund, Emanuel (E) Martin; b. Austria, June 28 1890; d. July 61 1961. 
To US 1900. • Loyola, MD Albany Med Coll. • Surgeon, Albany, NY; specialty: ear, nose, throat, allergy; active YM-YWHA, United Jewish Appeal; WWI service. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938; 

Freund, Ernst (Ernest); b. NYC, Jan 30 1864; d. Chicago, Oct 20 1924. 
U Berlin, JUD U Heidelberg, PhD Columbia. • Lawyer, government consult; faculty Columbia, U Chicago; author in field. • See: 
YE, YE, ET, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):97, 24:142, 35:123; 
WWIAJ, 1928, WWIA, 1, DAB, 1.

Freund, Erwin Oscar; b. Chicago, Jan 5 1888; d. Nov 12 1947. 
Armour Inst, U Chicago; Mgr chemist, meat packer, Chicago; active Jewish Charities, Home for Jewish Orphans, Michael Reese Hospital. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938; 
BEOAJ, WWIAJ, 3; 

Freund, Gustav; b. ca 1853; d. Chicago, Apr 30 1919. 
Communal worker, Chicago. • See: 
AJYB, 21:205.

AB U Cincinnati, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Cleveland, MS, Cincinnati; natl com Histadruth. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938; 
CCARAJB.

Freund, Hugo Abraham; b. Detroit, Dec 6 1881; d. Dec 24 1952. 
AB, MD U MI. • Physician, Detroit; mem Bd of Health; flr MI Soc for Mental Health; faculty Wayne; pres Childrens Fund; active Jewish Community Center, synagog; author in field; WWI service. • See: 
UJE, AJYB, 24:142; 
WWIAJ, 1938; 
WWIAJ, 3.

Freund, Ignatz A; b. ca 1851; d. Detroit, Oct 6 1913. 
Communal worker, Detroit. • See: 
AJYB, 16(1914-1915):162.

Freund, John C; b. London, Nov 22 1848; d. Mt Vernon, NY, June 1924. 
Oxford U. • Trade journalist, music critic, NYC; dir, editor Musical America. • See: 
AJYB, 27:151; 

To US 1922/1923. • MD U Budapest. • Physician, bacteriologist; developed vaccination techniques; with Natl Inst of Health, NYC Health Dept; faculty Cornell, officer professional soc; editor in field. • See: 
WWIAJ, 4; 

Freund, Leo; b. Macon, IL, July 27 1896. 
U IL, LLB U Southern CA. • Lawyer, municipal judge, Los Angeles; bd Fed of Jewish Welfare Orgs; WWI service. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Freund, Lillian A Myers (Mrs Jacob De Sourdifs Freund); b. Baltimore, Dec 1 1874. 
Cornell. • Communal ldr, Pittsburgh; officer Ladies Hospital Aid Soc, Natl Council of Jewish Women; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Rutgers, LLB NJ Law. • Lawyer, legislator, state district court judge, Newark; active Democratic politics, synagog. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938; 

Freund, Meyer Henry; b. Vienna, Feb 18 1888. 
To NYC 1896. • MD LI Coll Hospital. • Protocologist, NYC; faculty NY Post-Grad Med School; officer med soc. • See: 
WWIAJ, 1938.

Freund, Michael; b. Suwalki, Oct 20 1883; d. NYC, Nov 1962. 
To US 1905. • Social worker, author; with Council of Jewish Fedns & Welfare Funds, Joint Distribution Com; officer Cong of Jewish Social Services. • See: 
AJYB, 65:43; 
NYTimes, Nov 22 1962, 293.

Freund, Milton B; b. NYC, Feb 14 1904; d. NYC, Apr 2 1968. 
Financier, Zionist ldr; officer Zionist Org of Am; bd Israel Bonds, United Synagogue of Am.
Freund, Miriam Kottler; b. NYC, 1906. Hadassah ldr, public school chur; author; editor Hadassah Magazine. *See: EF.


Fried, Miriam (Mrs Paul M Biss); b. Satu Marc, Rumania, Sep 9 1946. Rubin Music Academy (Israel), IN U, Juilliard. *Concert violinist, Akron, OH. *See: WWLAJ, 8.

Fried, Morton Herbert; b. NYC, 1923. CCNY, PhD Columbia. *Anthropologist, NYC; faculty CCNY, Columbia; specialty: Asian studies, China; author/editor in field; WWII service. *See: EF.


Friedberg, Harry; b. Kansas City, July 14 1875. AB Harvard, LLB Kansas City School of Law. • Lawyer, legislator, Kansas City; officer Zionist Org of Am; active Democratic politics, Jewish Welfare Fedn. • See: WWLAJ, 1928 (addenda), 1938.

Friedberg, Jacob; b. ca 1863; d. Detroit, Sep 18 1932. Zionist ldr, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 35:123.


Friedberg, Morris; b. ca 1883; d. Los Angeles, July 1 1934. Communal & Zionist ldr, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 37:256.


Friedberger, Caroline (Mrs); b. ca 1846; d. Philadelphia, Feb 10 1924. Communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 26:154.


Friede, George W; b. Portland, OR, Feb 22 1905. AB Dartmouth, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, legislator, Portland, OR; officer Democratic Party, bar asst, Jr Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Friedel, Herman; b. Hungary, Mar 23 1881; d. Jan 1956. MD NYU/Bellevue. • Physician, communal educator, Staten Island; orgr, chl Staten Island Heb Educational Alliance; officer Jewish Community Center, med soc. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 3 1956, 31:1.

Friedel, Jacob Hyman; b. Gologary, Austria, Dec 24 1891; d. Beverly Hills, Jan 21 1946. To US 1894. • AB, MA Cornell, LLB NY Law. • Economist, merchant, NYC; with Natl Industrial Conf Bd, Doughnut Co of Am; officer trade assts; active synagog; author/editor in fields, on immigration & labor issues. • See: AJYB, 48:489; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 22 1946, 28:2.


Frieden, Alexander; b. Lithuania, Oct 5 1895; d. Apr 21 1966. To US 1912. • BS CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Chemist, Milwaukee; specialty: food products, beer, yeast; exec Pabst. • See: WWLAJ, 3; NYTimes, Apr 22 1956, 86:3.


Friedenthal, Hattie S (Mrs Sigmund Friedenthal); b. NYC, May 3 1867. U Denver. • Commercial ldr, Denver; supr Mission Sunday School, Jewish Relief Soc, Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):60.

Friedenthal, Jonas; b. ca 1869; d. Portland, OR, Mar 16 1938. Industrialist, banker, Portland, OR. • See: AJYB, 40:384.

Friedenwald, Aaron; b. Baltimore, Dec 20 1836; d. Baltimore, Aug 26 1902. MD U MD, post-grad Europe. • Physician, ophthalmologist, Baltimore; faculty U MD; co-dir MD Ophthalmology Soc; officer professional socs; supporter Heb Orphan Asylum, JTS. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald); UJE (sub Friedenwald); EJ (sub Friedenwald); AJYB, 4(1902-1903):197; PAJHS, 11:206-07.

Friedenwald, Edgar Bar; b. Baltimore, Nov 20 1879; d. Nov 20 1928. MD Coll of Pharmacy, MD U MD, post-grad Johns Hopkins. • Pediatrician, Baltimore; faculty U MD; WWI & Mexican border service. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Friedenwald, Henry (Harry); b. Baltimore, Sep 21 1864; d. Baltimore, Apr 8 1950. AB Johns Hopkins, MD Baltimore; honorary degrees. • Ophthalmologist, natl Zionist ldr, Baltimore; faculty U MD, Johns Hopkins; natl pres Fedn of Zionist of Am; pres Heb Educational Soc, Fedn of Jewish Charities; officer med socs; author on med history; WWI mem Provisional Com for General Zionist Affairs. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald); UJE (sub Friedenwald); EJ (sub Friedenwald); AJYB, 6(1904-1905):97, 24:142, 52:502; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; PAJHS, 37:463-66; WWWIAJ, 2.

Friedenwald, Isaac; b. 1830. Est wel-known press, Baltimore. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald).


Friedenwald, Jonas; b. Darmstadt/ Altenbuseck, 1801/1803; d. Sep 23 1893. To US 1831/1832. • Businessman, philanthropic & communal worker, Baltimore; a fdr Heb Benevolent Soc, Heb Hospital & Asylum, Heb Orphan Asylum. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald); UJE (sub Friedenwald); EJ (sub Friedenwald).

Friedenwald, Jonas Stein; b. Baltimore, June 1 1897; d. Nov 5 1955. AB, MD Johns Hopkins, MA Harvard. • Ophthalmologist, Baltimore; faculty Johns Hopkins; author in field. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald); EJ (sub Friedenwald); AJYB, 6(1904-1905):97, 24:142, 44:337; PAJHS, 33:461-62; WWLAJ, 6.


Friedenwald, Julius; b. Baltimore, Dec 20 1866; d. Baltimore, June 8 1941. Baltimore City Coll, AB Johns Hopkins, MD U MD, post-grad abroad; honorary degree. • Physician, Baltimore; faculty U MD; pres med soc; trustee Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); author/editor in field. • See: EJ (sub Friedenwald); UJE (sub Friedenwald);
Friedlander, Leo

Rabbi, Plainfield, NJ. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918):265. • *See entry above.


Friedlander, Marcus; b. East Prussia, July 1866; d. Brooklyn, Jan 10 1944. To US 1885. • Heb Union Coll, JTJ, post-grad U CA; Columbia. • Rabbi, Brooklyn, Oakland, CA; active Zionist Org of Am, Central Conf of Am Rabbis, B’nai B’rith, Menorah Assn; WWI chaplain. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):56, 46:337; WWIA, 1926, 1938; NTTimes, Jan 11 1944, 195.

Friedlander, Max; b. Germany, July 21 1868. Exec, Hazleton, PA; pres Hazleton Brick Co. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Friedlander, Samuel; b. Lithuania, 1889. To US 1907. • Exec, communal & Zionist worker, Orange, NJ; active Am Jewish Cong; WWI Palestine Contingent (Jewish Legion?) service. • See: WWIA, 1928.

Friedlander, Solomon; b. Brillon, Westphalia, Oct 23 1825; d. Chicago, Aug 22 1860. To US 1855. • U Bonn, PhD U Heidelberg. • Reform rabbi, physician, Chicago. • See: JE.


Friedlander, Walter; b. Berlin, 1891. To US 1934. • PhD U Berlin. • Social welfare expert; pres German Child Welfare League; faculty U CA (Berkeley); active refugee aid; author/editor in field. • See: EJ.


Friedlich, A; b. ca 1862; d. Des Moines, July 12 1913. Medical & communal worker, Des Moines. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):162.


Friedman, Aaron; b. Warsaw, May 3 1864; d. NYC, July 1939. To US 1887. • Ordained Heb Union Coll, U Cincinnati, U MN, MD Jefferson Med Coll. • Rabbi, Minneapolis; then physician; mem Bd of Health (Hoboken). • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):56; WWIA, 1928, 1938; NTTimes, July 1939, 152.

Friedman, Aaron; b. NYC, Apr 17 1896. Chem E Columbia. • Consulting & chemical engineer, NYC; editor trade paper. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Friedman, Aaron Zebi; b. Stavisk, Poland, Mar 22 1822; d. NYC, May 17 1876. To US 1846. • Shohet, strictly Orthodox, NYC; author on Jewish issues. • See: JE.

Friedman, Albert T; b. ca 1866; d. Milwaukee, Jan 2 1933. Civic & philanthropic ldr, Milwaukee. • See: AJYB, 35:123.

Friedman, Annie (Mrs Samuel Friedman); b. ca 1875; d. Saratoga Springs, Aug 26 1934. Communal & educational worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:256.


Friedman, Arnold D'Arcy; b. Plumerville, AR, July 24 1900; d. July 29 1981. BA Columbia. • Publisher of trade journals, NYC; exec Chain Store Age, Drug Store News. • See: WWWIA, 9.


Friedman, B L; b. ca 1855; d. Indianapolis, Jan 1920. Rabbi, Indianapolis. • See: AJYB, 22:165.

Friedman, Benjamin; b. NYC, Feb 22 1894. AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, broadcaster, author, Syracuse; pres United Jewish Charities; WWI chaplain. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1938.

Friedman, Benjamin (Benny); b. Cleveland, 1905; d. NYC, Nov 1982. U MI. • All-Am football player, coach; with CCNY, Brandeis, U MI, NY Giants, Brooklyn Dodgers; active Am Jewish Cong, communal orgs; military service. • See: UJE (sub Athletics); EJ; BEOAJ; NTTimes, Nov 24 1982.

Friedman, Bernard; b. Brooklyn, Aug 19 1815; d. Sep 13 1966. BS CCNY, MS, PhD MIT. • Mathematician, Oakland, CA; faculty U CA (Berkeley); consult government agencies; author in field. • See: WWWIA, 4; NTTimes, Sep 14 1966, 43:8.

Friedman, Betzalel; b. Brest-Litovsk, 1897. To US 1922. • Yiddish poet, NYC; tehr Workman’s Circle schools; contributor Freiheit. • See: UJE.

Friedman, Charles; b. Poland; d. NYC, July 1984. To US is child. • Broadway play dir, lyricist, writer for educational television. • See: NTTimes, July 19 1984.

Friedman, Charles; b. Passaic, Aug 29 1902. BS U PA, Wharton School. • Investment broker, NYC; earlier publisher Theatre Guild Magazine; active communal fundraising, synagogue (New Rochelle). • See: WWIA, 1938.

Friedman, Charles Knox; b. Toledo, Jan 14 1873. LLB, LLM U MI. • Lawyer, city solicitor, Toledo; officer Fed of Jewish Charities; active Social Service Fedn; WWI with Red Cross & Americanization Bd. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Friedman, Clarence; b. ca 1869; d. Memphis, Nov 30 1938. Lawyer, judge, philanthropic & communal worker, Memphis. • See: AJYB, 41:422.


Friedman, Edmund; b. Nashville, Nov 10 1897. B Eng Vanderbilt. • County civil engineer, Miami; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Friedman, Elisha Michael; b. NYC, May 25 1889; d. NYC, Mar 25 1951. BS CCNY, BCS NYU. • Economist, investment banker, finance expert, consult, NYC; officer Am Com for Heb U; active Joint Distribution Com; WWI government service. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:143, 53:524; WWIA, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWWIA, 3; NTTimes, Mar 26 1951, 23:5.

Friedman, Emanuel; b. Felső Vadász, Hungary, Apr 17 1881. To US 1932. • CCNY, MD Denver & Gross
Coll of Medicine. • Pediatrician, Denver; faculty U CO; advisor Natl Jewish Hospital; author in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Friedman, Emanuel David; b. NYC, Aug 25 1884. BS CCNY, MD NYU, post-grad U Vienna, U Berlin. • Neuropsychiatrist, neurologist, NYC; faculty NYU; active med assn; author in field. • See: UJE; AJTB, 24:143; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 3.

Friedman, Ferdinand J; b. NYC, May 19 1887. BS/ME? MIT. • Engineer, NYC, Montreal; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Friedman, Francis Lee; b. NYC, Sep 15 1918; d. Aug 4 1962. BA, MA Harvard, PhD MIT. • Nuclear physicist, Cambridge, MA; faculty MIT; with Natl Bureau of Standards, Manhattan Project. • See: WWWLA, 4; NTimes, Aug 5 1962, 812.

Friedman, G A; b. Russia, 1887. Physician, NYC. • See: AJTB, 24:143.

Friedman, Geddie A; b. Tuckum, Courland, 1869; d. before 1938. MD Imperial U (Dorpat). • Physician, NYC; faculty, researcher NY Polytechnic, Columbia; author in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1926.

Friedman, Gottlieb; b. ca 1843; d. Colville, WA, reported Feb 1938. Miner, Civil War veteran, Colville, WA. • See: AJTB, 40:384.

Friedman, Harold Bertrand; b. Montgomery, AL, Oct 13 1904. AB U AL, PhD U VA. • Chemist, Atlanta; faculty GA Tech; officer professional soc; author in field; military service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Harry A; b. Buffalo, May 16 1890. Barrister at Law, Kings Counsel, Edmonton, Canada. • See: BEOAJ.

Friedman, Harry Bayard; b. Chattanooga, June 4 1887. CE U Cincinnati. • Engineer, bldr; with PA Railroad, Westlake Construction Co (St Louis, Houston); WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.


Friedman, Henry; b. Jaklovice, Czechoslovakia, Oct 26 1870; d. before 1938. To NYC 1889. • Banker, McKeeport, PA; officer Boy Scouts; active civic & communal fundraising. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Friedman, Henry B; b. Lehighton County, PA, Mar 19 1895. LLB Temple U. • Lawyer, asst US atty, Allentown, PA; officer Community Chest, Jewish Community Center; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Henry M; b. abroad; d. NYC, May 1964. MD Columbia. • Med supervisor US Public Health Dep't. • See: NTimes, May 28 1964, 37:3.

Friedman, Herbert A; b. New Haven, 1876. Ordned Jewish Inst of Religion. • Rabbi, communal exec; Denver, Milwaukee; exec chr United Jewish Appeal; natl bd ORT, Israel Bonds. • See: EJ; Jewish News story, Sep 27 1968.


Friedman, Herman; b. ca 1855; d. Cleveland, Dec 11 1935. Fdr knitting industry, Cleveland. • See: AJTB, 38:428.

Friedman, Ignace; b. Crakow, Feb 14 1882; d. Dec 20 1940. • HS Vienna. • Pianist, composer, Europe, South Africa; lawyer. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1928; WWWLA, 7, NTimes, Jan 7 1948, 25:5.

Friedman, Irving; b. Russia, 1890; d. Miami, Aug 22 1965. To US as child. • Bldr, philanthropist; a fdr Albert Einstein Coll of Med; est Parkinson Inst; benefactor Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: AJTB, 67:535.

Friedman, Irving; b. NYC, Dec 13 1893. Business coll. • Businessman, brewer, Brooklyn; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Irving Jacques; b. Yanova, Kovno, Nov 28 1889. To US 1901. • AB Atlanta Normal School, LLB U AL. • Lawyer, deputy sheriff, Ft Smith, AR; officer Veterans of Foreign Wars, B'nai B'rith; active legal assn, communal & civic charities; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.


Friedman, J I; b. • Motion picture producer, Chicago. • See: AJTB, 24:143.

Friedman, Jacob; b. • d. Rochester, MN, July 28 1940. Rabbi, Clairmont, MN; earlier Homestead, PA. • See: AJTB, 6(1904-1905):216, 43:358.

Friedman, Jacob Alexis; b. Ostrow, Poland, Dec 25 1898. To NYC 1904. • AB CCNY, MA Columbia. • Historian, author, NYC; faculty CCNY. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Jacob Henry; b. NYC, July 17 1903; d. Jan 27 1973. BS CCNY, MD Tulane, post-grad NY Psychoanalytic Inst. • Neuropsychiatrist, Bronx; faculty Albert Einstein Coll of Med; officer professional socs; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWWIA, 6; NTimes, Jan 29 1973, 32:4.


Friedman, Judas Leopold; b. ca 1841; d. Cleveland, Mar 1 1913. Rabbi, Cleveland. • See: AJTB, 15(1913-1914):270.


Friedman, Leo; b. Randolph, ME, Sep 15 1903.
BS U ME, PhD U WI. Chemist, Corvallis, OR; faculty OR State. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Leo Samuel; b. Cincinnati, July 29 1898.
BS, MA, MD U Cincinnati. Pediatrician, Cincinnati; faculty U Cincinnati; author in field, WWI service. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Leo Victor; b. Coldwater, MI, Apr 14 1874.

Friedman, Leopold; b. Saalfeld, Germany, June 10 1887; d. Dec 18 1978.
To US 1892. LB NY Law. Lawyer, NYC; exec, general counsel Loewes; WWI service. See: WWLAF, 1938; WWLIA, 7.


Friedman, Louis; b. ca 1868; d. NYC, Jan 6 1936.
Fur merchant, communal worker, NYC. See: AJYB, 36:428.

Friedman, Louis; b. NYC, Apr 7 1887.
Neckwear merchant, realtor, NYC; officer trade assn. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Louis Leon; b. NYC, May 24 1881; d. NYC, May 1957.
Securities broker, Newark; officer Beth Israel Hospital; active synagog, civic & communal charities. See: WWLAF, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, May 18 1957, 195.

Friedman, Mark; d. Brooklyn, Dec 19 1905.
Art Students League, BA Inst of Design, Académie Julien, BS NYU, PhG Brooklyn Coll of Pharmacy, LLB St Lawrence U. Artist, sculptor, NYC. See: UJE, WWLAF, 1938; BEOAJ.

Friedman, Martin Carl; b. Kolozsvar, Rumania, July 14 1900.
To US 1913. BS Case. Civil engineer, Cleveland; with County Bridge Dept. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Martin S; b. Kobylin, Germany, June 18 1897; d. Pensacola, FL, Dec 10 1939.

Friedman, Maurice Harold; b. East Chicago, IN, Oct 27 1903.
PhD, MD U Chicago. Physiologist, Philadelphia; faculty U PA. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Max; b. New York, Sep 13 1903; d. Feb 12 1983.

Friedman, Max; b. ca 1865; d. NYC, Aug 3 1938.
Realtor, communal worker, NYC. See: AJYB, 41:422; NYTimes, Aug 4 1938, 172.

Friedman, Max; b. ca 1871; d. Richmond, Mar 27 1936.
Civil & communal worker, Richmond. See: AJYB, 38:428.

Friedman, Max; b. Kiev, June 20 1879; d. Brooklyn, June 1949.
To US 1901. Conservatories (German, US). Piano recitalist, tchr, NYC; faculty Brooklyn Conservatory; author in field. See: BEOAJ; NYTimes, June 8 1949, 292.

Friedman, Max; b. ca 1891; d. Cincinnati, Dec 17 1938.
Lawyer, legislator, civic worker, Cincinnati. See: AJYB, 41:422.

Friedman, Max; b. Vienna, Jan 17 1906.
To US 1908. MD LI Coll Hospital. Obstetrician, gynecologist, Astoria, NY; active synagog. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Max L; b. Hungary, 1886; d. NYC, Sep 1979.
Shoe co pres, communal worker, NYC; a fdr, bd Albert Einstein Inst; WWII advisory bd service. See: NYTimes, Sep 20 1979.

Friedman, Meyer; b. Marisfeld, Sachsen-Meiningen, June 5 1854; d. Denver, July 17 1916.

Friedman, Milton; b. Rahway, NJ, Dec 27 1912.

Friedman, Monroe Mark; b. Minneapolis, Oct 10 1895.
AB U CA, Army School, post-grd U MI, U PA, JD U CA. Lawyer, Oakland, CA; officer Am Legion, B'nai B'rith; active Democratic politics, charity fundraising; WWII service. See: WWLAF, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Friedman, Mordeche S (Boyane Rebbe); b. Boyane, Austria-Hungary, Sep 12 1897; d. NYC, Mar 2 1971.

Friedman, Moses; b. May 1896; d. Philadelphia, June 1 1937.

Friedman, Moses; b. Cincinnati, June 25 1894.
U Cincinnati, U CA; honorary degrees. Educator; sup't US Indian School (Carlisle, PA); editor Red Man; specialty: Indian education. See: WWLIA, 5.

Friedman, Nathan; b. Vilna, Oct 18 1900.
BS CCNY, JD, JSID NYU. Lawyer, Zionist ldr, Paterson; natl exec Zionist Org of Am. See: BEOAJ.

Friedman, Nathan Holiday; b. Brooklyn, June 4 1890; d. Boston, Jan 24 1952.
Business exec, textile finishing exec, North Dighton, MA; a fdr Am Assn for Jewish Education; officer trade assns; active Assoc Jewish Philanthropies. See: AJYB, 54:539; WWLAF, 1926, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 25 1952, 214.

Friedman, Newton Jerome; b. Cleveland, Feb 13 1907; d. 1970.
AB, post-grd Western Reserve, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. Rabbi, relief worker, Gloversville, NY, Beaumont, TX. See: WWLAF, 1938; CCARYB.

Friedman, Osius L; b. Bucharest, Jan 28 1890.
To US 1910. CCNY, Columbia, LI Coll Hospital, MD Eclectic Med Coll (Cincinnati). Physican, NYC; ldr Rumanian Hospital Relief; active Democratic politics, Community Councils of Greater NY; WWI service. See: WWLAF, 1938.

Friedman, Philip; b. Lvov, Apr 27 1901; d. NYC, Feb 7 1960.

Friedman, Pinkas; b. d. NYC, Oct 1919.
Rabbi, NYC. See: AJYB, 22:165.

Friedman, Raphael Nathan; b. Warren, IL, Mar 10 1890.
Chicago Art Inst, BS Armour Inst. Architect,
engineer, Chicago; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWLWA, 8.

Friedman, Rosa Krow (Mrs Charles Friedman); b. Beregszasz, Hungary, Sep 4 1872. To US 1887. • Charter mem, Hadassah, McKeesport, PA; mem Community Council. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Samuel; b. ca 1845; d. Cleveland, Nov 17 1917. Communal worker, Cleveland. • See: AJYB, 20(1918-1919):228.


Friedman, Samuel; b. Polish, Jan 23 1871. BE U AL, CE Columbia; honorary degree. • Engineer, realtor, broker, Tuscaloosa; natl guard service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Friedman, Samuel; b. Hungary, 1899. To US 1927. • U Budapest, U Prague, MA U Cluj. • Physician, Brooklyn. • See: BEOAJ.

Friedman, Samuel; b. Poland, Oct 3 1906; d. May 9 1970. Physician, Newton, CT; sptt Fairfield State Hospital; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 5.

Friedman, Samuel D; b. Russia, Sep 7 1877; d. NYC, Aug 16 1951. Businessman; fdr Palestine Lighthouse. • See: AJYB, 54:539; NYT, Aug 17 1951, 17:5.


Friedman, Sara M (Mrs Samuel D Friedman); b. Minsk, Jan 21 1882; d. NYC, Oct 1948. To US 1885. • Communal worker, benefactor of the blind, NYC, fdr, pres Palestine Lighthouse; dir Home of Daughters of Jacob. • See: WWLAJ, 1938 (addenda); NYT, Oct 7 1948, 29:1.

Friedman, Sidney; b. NYC, Dec 1 1907; d. Sep 13 1982. MA, PhB Brown, LLB Yale. • Banker, lawyer, NYC; trustee Hofstra; active LI development, United Fund; editor in field. • See: WWLWA, 8.

Friedman, Sol Bezalel; b. NYC, Apr 6 1890. LLB Cleveland Law, MA Columbia, ordained RIETS. • Rabbi, Pittsburgh, NYC; fdr Women's League for Traditional Judaism; exec bd Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations; pres Conf of Orthodox Rabbis of Am; active Rabbinical Council of Am. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Friedman, Sol II; b. Russia, Apr 14 1895; d. Mar 14 1957. Steel exec, Cleveland; trustee synagog, Mt Sinai. • See: WWLAJ, 3; NYT, Mar 16 1957, 196.

Friedman, Sophie Goldberger; b. Tuchrina, Austria-Hungary, May 21 1878. To US 1882. • U Memphis. • Lawyer, Memphis; active Democratic politics, Natl Council of Jewish Women, professional assns. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Friedman, Theodore; b. Stamford, CT, Jan 5 1908. AB CCNY, MA Columbia, ordained JTS. • Rabbi, Conservative ldr, scholar, Jackson Hgts, NY, Palestine, Woodcliff, NJ; pres Rabbinical Assembly; author/editor in field. • See: EJ; WWLAJ, 1938.

Friedman, William; b. Jassy, 1875. Civic ldr, mayor, Dade City, FL; mem City Council; dir Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Friedman, William; b. Detroit, Apr 1 1880. Detroit Coll of Law, LLB U MI. • Lawyer, Detroit; pres House of Correction, United Jewish Charities; bd Jewish Welfare Fedn; active synagog. • See: AJYB, 24:143; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Friedmann, Herbert; b. Brooklyn, Apr 22 1900. BS CCNY, PhD Cornell, post-gad Harvard. • Biologist, ornithologist, Washington DC; with Smithsonian; officer professional soc; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: UJE; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Friedman, Max E; b. Milwaukee, Mar 2 1890; d. Mar 31 1954. U WI. • Merchant, dept store pres, Milwaukee; active mercantile assns, art museum. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWLWA, 3; NYT, Apr 1 1954, 3:2.


Friedsam, Michael; b. NYC, 1858; d. NYC, Apr 6/7 1931. Dept store pres, civic & communal ldr, philanthropist, art collector, public servant, NYC; with B Altman; pres Altman Found; endowed Friedsam Found; benefactor Metropolitan Museum; active public education, fine arts; WWII & natl guard service. • See: EJ; UJE; AJYB, 24:143, 33:126; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928; WWLWA, 1; NYT, Apr 8 1931, 1:3.

Friedzel (Friedsel), Louis; b. ca 1853; d. NYC, June 24 1923. Yiddish composer, conductor, musician. • See: AJYB, 24:142, 26:154.


Friend, Charles; b. NYC, ca 1867; d. Milwaukee, reported Sep 3 1943. Lawyer, communal worker, Milwaukee; bd Jewish Social Service Assn; trustee Home for Aged Jews, Com for Refugees. • See: AJYB, 46:337.

Merchant, Long Beach, Ll; pres Bd of Education. • See: AJYB, 41:422; NYTimes, May 14 1939, Ill 7:4.


Frohman, Charles Eugene; b. Sandusky, Aug 9 1901; d. Sep 10 1976. BS U PA, JD Yale; honorary degree. • Banker, mfr, lawyer, author, Sandusky; Episcopalian. • See: WWILA, 7.

Frohman, Daniel; b. Sandusky, Aug 22 1851/1853; d. NYC, Dec 1940. Theatrical mgr, journalist, NYC; a dir Theatrical Syndicate; pres Actors Fund of Am; dir Paramount, Famous Players-Lasky Film Co; memoirs. • See: JE; UJE; EJ (sub Frohman); AJYB, 6(1904-1905):99, 24:143; WWILA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWILA, 1; DAB, 2; NYTimes, Dec 27 1940, 14:3.


Frohman, Gustave; b. Sandusky, 1855; d. Aug 1930. Theatre mgr, NYC. • See: EJ (sub Frohman); NYTimes, Aug 17 1930, II 7:3.


Fromberg, Joseph; b. Aurausta, GA, May 27 1890. LLB U SC. • Lawyer, legislator, municipal judge, aide to governor, Charleston, SC, then special asst US atty general, Washington DC; officer Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations; active Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWILA, 1938.

Fromenson, Abraham Haym (Hyman); b. Chicago, Nov 4/18 1872/1873/1874/1878; d. NYC, Apr 12 1935. NYU. • Newspaperman, publicity agent, public relations consultant, Zionist ldr, NYC; exec sec Brit Briit, Natl Farm School; publicity dir Zionist Org of Am, communal fundraising campaigns; introduced/edited English section Jewish Daily News. • See: UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):99-100, 24:143, 37:256; WWILA, 1928; BEOAJ; Eisentadt, 72.

Fromenson, Baruch; b. ca 1847; d. NYC, May 7 1917. Canooy, communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1928):265.

Fromenson, Ruth Bernard (Mrs Abraham II Fromenson); b. Rochester, NY, 1880; d. NYC, Jan 26 1933. A dir Hadasah; ch Palestine Supplies Bureau. • See: AJYB, 55:455; NYTimes, Jan 27 1933, 25:5.


Fromm, Erich; b. Frankfurt, Mar 23 1900; d. Mar 18 1980. To US ca 1933. • Psychoanalytic Inst (Berlin), PhD U Heidelberg. • Psychoanalyst, social philosopher, theoretician, neo-Freudian, author; faculty Bennington Coll, Natl U (Mexico), MI State, NYU. • See: E; WWILA, 7; NYTimes, Mar 19 1980.

Fromm, Nelson K; b. Albany, NY, Dec 9 1881; d. June 22 1932. AB Dartmouth, MD Albany Med Coll. • Physician, communal worker, Albany, NY; faculty Albany Med Coll; officer med soc, synagog; author in field; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 40:384; BEOAJ; NYTimes, June 23 1938, 213.

Fromm-Reichmann, Frieda (Mrs Erich Fromm); b. Karlsruhe, Oct 23 1889; d. NYC, May 7 1917. To US ca 1933. • Psychiatrist, psychoanalyst, pioneer psychotherapist; fdr Southwest German Psychoanalytic Inst; assoc with Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences (Stanford); author in field. • See: E; NAW: modern; DAB, 6; NYTimes, Apr 30 1937, 29:2.

Fromme, Herman; b. ca 1863; d. NYC, June 28 1913. Lawyer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):270.


Frommer, Jacob (J) abn (the Levite); b. Rigas, Jan 30 1854; d. New Haven, Jan 13 1918. Rabbi, Russia, Cleveland, New Haven. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):57, 20(1918-1919):228.

Frommer, Samuel Alexander; b. Cleveland, Feb 6 1893. B Litt Columbia. • Advertising exec, stockbroker, communal ldr, Indianapolis; officer Jewish Educational Assn, Jewish Welfare Fund, IN Jewish Conf. • See: BEOAJ.


Frucht, Nathaniel; b. NYC, Oct 14 1889. ME Cornell. • Patent lawyer, Providence; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWILA, 1938.

Frumberg, Abram Morgan; b. Towanda, PA, Mar 30 1877; d. Sep 1943. NYU, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, St Louis, NYC; counsel for “Black Sox.” • See: WWILA, 1926, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 8 1943, 23:5.


Frumkin, Abraham; b. Jerusalem, 1872; d. Seagate, LI, Apr 29 1940. To US 1899. • Yiddish author, journalist, scholar, Seagate, LI; with Idube Fels. • See: JE (sub Frumkin, Israel Dob); Eisentadt, 79.

Frumkin, Jacob G; b. Kovno, Oct 1 1879; d. NYC, Sep 27 1971. To US 1941. • Lawyer, ORT exec, NYC; pres Union of Russian Jew; co-editor works on Russian Jewry. • See: AJYB, 73:631; NYTimes, Sep 29 1971, 36:5.

Fryman, Szako (Szaiko); see Szajkowski, Zosa.


Fuchs, Abraham Wallerstein; b. NYC, Feb 2 1892. CE Cornell. • Sanitary engineer; with US Public Health Service; studied pollution, malaria control; author in field. • See: WWILA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Fuchs, Daniel; b. NYC, June 25 1909. AB CCNY. • Novelist, public school tehr, scriptwriter, NYC; contributor New Republic, Am Heb. • See: UJE; WWILA, 1938.

Fuchs, Emil Edwin; b. Vienna, Aug 9 1866; d. NYC, Jan 13 1929. Imperial Academies (Vienna, Berlin). • Painter, sculptor, etcher, NYC; tehr London Royal Academy, Paris Salon; autobiography. • See: UJE; AJYB, 31:92; WWILA, 1926, 1928; WWILA, 1; NYTimes, Jan 14 1929, 14.

Fuchs, Jacob

186

LLB NYU. • Lawyer, deputy district atty, police & municipal judge, baseball player, NYC; Boston; longtime supporter, counsel University Settlement House; owner Boston Braves baseball team. • See: WWIA, 1928; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Dec 6 1961, 47:4.

Fuchs, Jacob; b. ca 1869; d. Brooklyn, Apr 24 1940. Rabbi, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 42:479; NYTimes, Apr 25 1940, 25:2.

Fuchs, James; b. Austria. Writer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:144.

Fuchs, Joseph; b. NYC, Apr 26 1899. Inst of Musical Art. • Violinist, NYC; with Cleveland Symphony; dir Cleveland String Quartet. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1928.

Fuchs, Julius; b. St George, Austria, Oct 16 1846. Normal School (Vienna). • German language tchr, poet, Cincinnati; faculty Cincinnati High School; author in field. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):100.

Fuchs, Lillian; b. NYC, Nov 18 1903. Inst of Musical Art. • Violinist, composer, NYC; mem string quartets. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1928.


Fuld, Caroline Bamberger Frank (Mrs Felix Fuld); b. Baltimore, Mar 16 1864; d. Lake Placid, NY, July 18 1944. Philanthropist; dir Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); benefactor Am Joint Agriculture Corp, Newark Art Museum. • See: UJE (sub Fuld, Felix); AJYB, 47:322; NAW; NYTimes, July 19 1944, 19:1.


Fuld, Felix; b. Frankfurt, ca 1869; d. South Orange, Jan 20 1929. To US ca 1883. • Merchant, dept store exec, philanthropist, Newark; with Bambergers; pres Fedn of NJ YM & YWHA; officer trade assns; active communal fundraising, Jewish agricultural settlements. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:144, 31:92; WWIA, 1928, NYTimes, Jan 21 1929, 21:4.

Fuld, Joseph E; b. NYC, ca 1873; d. NYC, Jan 3 1937. MD Columbia. • Surgeon, NYC; specialty: hands; officer professional assn. • See: AJYB, 39:591; NYTimes, Jan 4 1937, 29:1.

Fuld, Leonhard E; b. NYC, Aug 12 1883; d. Trenton, Aug 30 1965. AB, AM, LLB, LLM, PhD Columbia. • Lawyer, economist, municipal, state & federal civil service examiner, philanthropist; benefactor Helene Fuld Hospital (Trenton); author/editor in field; WWI government service. • See: AJYB, 67:535; WWIA, 4; NYTimes, Sep 1 1965, 37:1.

Fuld, Ruth Scharps (Mrs Moses/Moe I Fuld); b. Newark, NY, Apr 25 1874; d. Jan 1957. • Vassar. • Charity worker, Paterson; officer Thrift Shop Workers, St Josephs Hospital, Heb Ladies Benevolent Soc; active synagog. • See: WWIA, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 5 1957, 17:5.

Fuld, Stanley Howells; b. 1903. Lawyer, state court of appeals judge, defender of personal rights, NYC; active Republican politics, communal affairs, JTS, Hillel, Joint Defense Appeal. • See: EJ.

Fuller, Aaron; b. ca 1858; d. St Louis, July 3 1936. Merchant, communal worker, St Louis. • See: AJYB, 39:591.

Fuller, Leo Charles; b. Ft Smith, AR, Aug 23 1865; d. Sep 1933. AB Yale. • Exec, realtor, St Louis; with Stix, Baer & Fuller Co; dir Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWIA, 1918; WWIA, 4.

Funaro, Roberto; b. Leghorn, 1883; d. Mar 1955. To NYC 1939. • U Pisa, U Berlin. • Pediatrician, physician to royal families; faculty U Leghorn; author in field. • See: UJE; NYTimes, Mar 13 1955, 86:5.


Funk, Rudolph A; b. u.; d. Cincinnati, June 5 1942. Rabbi, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 44:337.

Funsten, Benjamin Reed; b. St Louis, Nov 3 1887; d. Mar 15 1969. Merchant, St Louis, San Francisco; with Rice Stix (St Louis); pres B F Schlesinger & Sons (San Francisco). • See: WWIA, 5:8.


Furst, Bruno; b. Metz, Germany, Mar 13 1891; d. NYC, Mar 28 1965. To US 1938. • Writer, lecturer, memory expert; faculty McGeorge Coll of Law (Sacramento); fdr School of Memory & Concentration; author in field. • See: AJYB, 67:535; NYTimes, Mar 30 1965, 47:1.

Furst, George; b. NYC, May 11 1891; d. Newark, Apr 18 1964. LLB NJ Law, LLM NYU. • Lawyer, Newark; officer F'nai Abraham; active Beth Israel Hospital synagog. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Apr 19 1964, 85:1.


Furst, Melvin J; b. NYC; d. Li, Feb 1982. Businessman, philanthropist; bd JTS; benefactor Albert Einstein Coll of Med, Li Jewish Hillside Memorial Center; supporter Hadassah; active synagog. • See: AJYB, 84:332.


Furst, Mortiz; b. near Pressburg, Bratislava, 1782; d. 1840. To US 1807. • Noted medallist; w US Mint trustee Yeshiva U. • Businessman, philanthropist; bd JTS; supporter Zionist Org of Am; Bur Jerus; with General Aniline Works. • See: AJYB, 67:535.

Furstenberg, Hillel (Harry); b. Berlin, 1913. To Israel 1965. • BA, MSc Yeshiva U, PhD Princeton. • Mathematician; faculty MIT, U MN, Hebrew U. • See: EJ;1973-1982.


Furth, Jacob; b. Bohemia, June 12 1844; d. St Louis, Oct 15 1918. Commercial Coll (St Louis). • Wholesale grocer, communal worker, Cleveland, St Louis;
To US 1924. • MD U Prague; honorary degrees. • Physician, pathologist, consult, NYC, faculty Cornell, Columbia; specialty: cancer; officer professional assns. • See: *AJYB*, 7(1905-1906):61, 21205.

Fusfeld, Irving Stanley; b. NYC, Nov 5 1893.
BS, MA Columbia, Bach Pedagogy, MA


Fyne, Sheftel; b.*; d. Philadelphia, Apr 20 1936.
Rabbi, Philadelphia. • See: *AJYB*, 38:428.